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A MESSAGE FROM THE DEAN
I hope that this catalogue will give you some idea of the quality, the richness, and
the excitement of a legal education at the School of Law of Southern Methodist
University. With a student body of deliberately controlled size, a faculty with superb credentials, and excellent physical facilities, the School of Law seeks to give
each student a personal educational experience of the highest order.
As you will see in the following pages, the School has a diverse and highly
talented faculty whose members are dedicated to teaching. Not only do they hold
high academic credentials, but virtually all of them have also had practical experience before entering their teaching careers; consequently, they can provide the invaluable link between the theory of classroom instruction and the reality of legal
practice. The School benefits in numerous ways from its location in the sunbelt, a
dynamic area that offers excellent employment opportunities for its graduates. The
School ofLaw enjoys a national reputation, and its graduates practice in every state

in the Union.
We at the School take pride in offering our students a total educational experience, including an active Student Bar Association, moot court and mock trial activities, three respected law journals, a placement and career counseling cente¡ and
three fine clinical programs, including one of the very few in taxation. While our
curriculum is extremely rich, we are still small enough to take a personal interest in
each student. The School's Law Quadrangle provides an admirable setting for learning and includes the Underwood Law Library, a modem and comprehensive research facility.
I hope that you

will have an opportunity to visit our campus. Such a visit will give
you a real sense of the School in a way which the pages of a catalogue can only
suggest.

KeNNers L. PeNBcnn
Dean
School of Law
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FACULTY EMERITI

H¡nvev L. Dnvrs, LL.B., Professor Emeritus of Law

L. FrrzGernro, S.J.D., Professor Emeritus of Law
Wrr-r-rnv J. Flrrrre, LL.B., Proþssor Emeritus of Law
LeNNenr V. L,msox, S.J.D., Professor Emeritus of Law
Roy Rospnr R¡v, S.J.D., Professor Emeritus of Law
JoHN

FACULTY
Rov Ry¡eN ANoensoN, Proþssor of Law, B.A., 1966, Texas Christian University; J.D., l9ó9, Southern Methodist University; LL.M., 1975, Yale University. A
former Notes and Comments Editor of the Journal of Air Law and Commerce,
Professor Anderson has served at the SMU Law School as Executive Director of the

Criminal Justice Program and as Assistant Dean and Associate Dean. He teaches in
the areas of contracts, commercial law, and damages and serves as the adviser for the
Southwestern Law Journal and Moot Court Program. He is the author of numerous
law journal articles and is co-author of two volumes of the Texas Litigation Guide.
He is currently working on a book on the law of damages under The Uniform Commercial Code.

LrcrlnNn H. Bloov, Jp.., Associale Professor of Low,8.4., 1970, Southem
Methodist University; J.D., 19'73, University of Michigan. A member of Phi Beta
Kappa and the Order of the Coif, as well as administrative editor of the Michigan
Law Review, Professor Bloom was law clerk to Chief Judge John R. Brown of the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit. He later was associated with the Washington firm of Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering. A specialist in Constitutional Law, he
has recently published a study analyzing proof of fault in media defamation litigation. Professor Bloom is also active in the field of the protection of intellectual
property, especially through copyright. He teaches courses in constitutional law,
constitutional criminal procedure, copyright law, and torts.
E¡nr C. BoncesoN, P roþs sor of Law and Director of the Law Library, B. S.L.,
1947;LL.B., 1949, University of Minnesota; B.A. in Law Librarianship, 1950,
University of Washington. While for the major portion of his career he was librarian
of the Harvard Law School Library, he also broadened his experience at the Los
Angeles County Law Library and the Stanford University Libraries. Interests in
international library matters gave him an opportunity to serve as a consultani for the
American Bar Foundation and Asia Foundation in Asia and to conduct a Seminar on
Legal Research TÞchniques at the Law School of the University of the Philippines.
He has done committee work for the American Association of Law Libraries and the
American Bar Association, and, after a term on the executive board of the American
Association of Law Libraries, was president of that organization. He has also been
president of two regional chapters of that national association, Law Libraries of
New England and Southern California Association of Law Libraries.
Wrurevr J. Bnlocs, Associaîe Professor of Law, B.S.F.S., l97O; J.D., 1974,
Georgetown University. A member of Phi Beta Kappa and of the Georgetown Law
Journal, Professor Bridge was Assistant Dean and Adjunct Professor at the
Georgetown University Law Center before accepting the Jervey Fellowship in Foreign Law from Columbia University in 1976-78. He has studied at the Faculties of
Letters and of Law at the University of Caen, France, in l97O-'7 l, and at the French
Court of Cassation, the French Council of State, and the French Center for Comparative Law. In 1984 and 1986, Professor Bridge was a visiting professor at

-t
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1980-83, she edited the Matthew Bender series on Dowc Buswt¡ss tu MBxtcr¡
(3 vol.). She has lectured widely throughout Latin America, Asia, Australia, and
the Indian subcontinent. From 1980-83, she served as a U.S. presidential appointee
on the Board of Foreign Scholarships. As a Fulbright Professor in the fall of 1986,
she taught two courses in Spanish at Catholic University Law School in Lima, peru
and gave a min-course at the University of the Andes in Cuzco. She teaches Contracts, International Litigation and Arbitration (private) and International Tiade and
Investment (developing nations). Under a grant from the Dana Foundation, she
authored the book, EcoNovrrc INrecn¡rroN Avoxc DevBloprNc NnrroNs: Lnw
¡No Poucy (Praege¡ 1986).
NBrr- H. CoceN, Associate Professor of Law, Dipl., 1964, Gratz College (Hebrew Studies); 8.A., 1966, LL.B., 1969, University of Pennsylvania. professor
Cogan clerked in Philadelphia and practiced in New York City. He has raught,
written, and litigated in the public law area. In 1980-81, he was Scholar-inResidence, Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice. Professor Cogan is on
sabbatical leave for the calendar year 1987 during which time he is residing in
Jerusalem doing research on his book on the History of the Law of Standing and
working on a sèt of materials on jurisprudence.
Wrrrrav V. Dons¡Neo IIl, Professor of Law, B . A. , 1967 , University of pennsylvania; J.D., 1970, University of Texas. A member of Phi Beta Kappa, Grand
Chancellor of the Order of Chancellors, and a member of the Order of the Coif,
Professor Dorsaneo was a litigation specialist in Dallas after graduation from law
school. He is the principal author of the eighteen-volume Texas Litigation Guide
published by Matthew Bender & Company and the coauthor of two casebooks entitled Texas Pre-Trial Litigation and Texas Trial & Appellate Litigation, as well as
several other volumes on Texas litigation. He has published numerous law journal

articles on creditors' rights, credit and consumer rights, and civil procedure, and is a
frequent teacher on Texas procedure at continuing legal education seminars. He is a
regular on the advanced civil trial program presented annually by the State Bar of
Texas. He is also a member of the Supreme Court Advisory Committee and the
Supreme Court's Joint Task Force on Administrative Rules.
LrNo¡ S. Eeos, Ass¿sfant Professor of Law,8.A., 1971, American University;
J.D., 1975, University of Texas. Following graduation from law school, professor
Eads joined the U.S. Department of Justice, where she was a trial attorney and then
a senior tr,iâl attomey in the Tax Division, Criminal Section. At the Justice Department, she received the Outstanding Attorney Award. She teaches in the areas of
Professional Responsibility, Evidence, Tiial Advocacy and Criminal Tax Fraud.
WpnNEn F. Enxe, Assistant Professor of Law,8.4., 1970, Carolinum at
Osnabrueck; J.D., 1977; S.J.D., 1981, University of Muenster School of Law;
LL.M., 1978, Univeristy of California at Berkeley. Professor Ebke was formerly
associated with the law faculty of the university of Muenster, Federal Republic of
Germany. A member of the Bar of New York, he has published extensively in the
areas of business law, conflict of laws, and comparative law, both in the United
states and in Europe. He will teach Business Associations and Accounting and the
Law.

Mnrrsnw W. FrNrrN, Professor of Law,4.8., 1963, Ohio Wesleyan University; LL.B., 1967, New York University; LL.M., 1973, yale University. prior to his
association with sMU, Professor Finkin served on the legal staff of the American
Assocation of university Professors. He teaches generally in the area of labor law.
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Tuovns Wv. Mavo, Assistant Professor of Law, B.A., l97l, Amherst College;
1977 , Syracuse University College of Law. Following graduation, Professor
Mayo was an associate with the Rochester, New York, firm of Nixon, Hargrave,
Devans & Doyle and then served during 1979-80 as a law clerk to the U.S. Court of

J.D.,

Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. He was then associated with the Washington, D.C. frrm of Covington & Burling until 1984. Professor Mayo teaches
courses in the areas ofcivil procedure, land use, federal courts, business torts, and
law and medicine.

M¡xrNr T. McCoNNrll-Touu, Assistant Professor of Law,8.4., 1940; LL.B.,
1958, Southem Methodist University. After law school, Professor McConnellTobin practiced with the Dallas firm of Tobin & McConnell before becoming an
attomey and chief counsel with the Dallas tægal Services Project. Professor
McConnell-Tobin is director of the Civil Cases Clinic at the School of Law and has
authored the teaching materials for pleading and practice in Legal Clinic cases involving juveniles, divorces, adoption, guardianship, and related areas. She has
served as secretary and council member of the American Bar Association Family
Law Section.
Jospps W. McKnrcnr, Professor of Law, 8.4., 1947, University of Tþxas;
8.,{., 1949; B.C.L., 1950; and M.4., 1954, Oxford University; LL.M., 1959,
Columbia University. Professor McKnight is an authority in the fields of legal history and family and marital property law. He has written extensively on the Spanish
law influence on American jurisprudence and is currently at work on his Legal
Persistence and Change, a study of the law of succession on the Hispanic frontier of
North America. He is also the co-author with W. A. Reppy, Jr., of the 1983 casebook,Texas Matimonial Property Law. ln 1967 he was a professor at the University of Edinburgh, and in 19'16he was on leave at the University of Salamanca. He
was a principal draftsman of the Tþxas Family Code and its ongoing revisions and
served as director of the Family Code Project of Texas. He served as a member of the
Board of Directors of the National Legal Aid & Defender Association from 19631966, as vice president of the American Society for tægal History in 1966- 1968 and
as a member of its Board of Directors from 1967 -197 5. He has served the law school
as Associate Dean for Academic Affairs (1977-80).

CHanrps J. Monnrs, Professor of Law, A.8.,1944, Temple University; LL.B.,
1948, Columbia University. Professor Morris specializes in labor law and is the
editor-in-chief of the authoritative Developing Labor Law, the two-volume treatise
on the National Labor Relations Act published by the American Bar Association.
He is also the editor and a principal author of American Labor Policy: A Critical
Apprøisal of the National Labor Relations Aø published by the Bureau of National
Affairs in February, 1987. He was a visiting professor at Monash University,
Melbourne, Australia, in 1974, at Cornell University in 1977-79 and at the
University of San Diego in the Spring Semester 1987. He has lectured or conducted
research in numerous countries, including Canada, Sweden, Japan, Holland,
Belgium, West Germany, England, Australia, Austria, and Switzerland. He is the
author of numerous articles and a frequent lecturer on labor law. In 1978 he was
appointed by President Carter to a five-year term âs a founding member of the
Federal Service Impasses Panel created under the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978.
He is a nationally recognized labor arbitrator. Prior to his appointment on the SMU
Law faculty, he was a partner in a Dallas law firm specializing in labor law. He
teaches courses in Labor Law, Collective Bargaining and Arbitration, Comparative
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Labor Law, Administrative Law, constitutional Law, Perspectives on American
Law, and Alternative Dispute Resolution.
Fneonprcr C. Moss, Associate Professor of Law, A'B',1965, Georgetown UniAfter
versity; J.D., 1963, Villanova univeriity; LL.M., 1977 , Harvard university.
D.C.,
washington'
in
office
Attorney's
u.S.
the
serving as a prosecutor with
professor Moss was a teaching fellow and lecturer at the Harvard Law School' He
trial skills to
has served as a faculty team leãder at several seminars designed to teach
National Institute for Trial
the
been
he
has
1980
since
and
lawyers
fiu"ti.ing
i,luo.u.!'. sóuthern regional director. His latest article, "The Ethics of Law
Practice i\4arketing" appèared in 1986 in fhe Notre Dame Law Review. Professor
Moss has lectureã at^ieveral continuing legal education seminars on Evidence
and professional Ethics topics. Professór Moss has taught courses in_C_riminal
Law, Evidence, Trial Aclvoóacy, Criminal Procedure, and the Professional Responsibility.

Mvreu, Professorof Law, B.S', 1961, FordhamUniversity;J'D'' 1964'
stanford Law school; LL.M. iin Taxationl, 1965, New York university' Professor
Mylan practiced law in Souihern California for five years before joìning.the
Wittu-Ëtt" University College of Law in 1970. A specialist in the area of taxation,
J<ruN J.

Program
he has servecl on the iaw faculty of the New York University Graduate Tax
tax
various
at
has
lectured
He
Program.
Tax
draduate
and the University of Florida
conferences and úas served as chairman of the SMU Annual Federal Tax Planning
Symposium. He has published numerous articles on taxation, including an article on
the Òurrent Tax Treatment of Education Costs. He teaches Corporate Taxation,

Partnership Taxation, Professional and Closely Held Corporations, and Taxation
and Fiscaf policy, as well as the basic federal income taxation course.
Joseps JuoB Non.roN, Professor of Law, 4.8., 1966, Providence college;
LL.B. (honors),1969, University of Edinburgh; LL'M', 1970, University of Texas;
S.J.D.; 1973, Úniversity of Mic'higan; Diplome (droit prive), 1976, Hague A-cademy of international Law. Before joining the law faculty in 1981 , P,rofessor Norton
was
wás a partner with the Dallas firm of Locke, Purnell, Boren, Laney & Neely a¡d
a
director
been
had
he
1973-81
From
school.
law
an adjunct professor of law at the
of Dallas Legal Services, serving as its president in 1976-77 and in 1984 was again
appointed a à'irector. Professor Norton hãs written extensively in domestic and_internäiionut law journals, primarily respecting the domestic and international regulation
of business Ënterprise"and bankinginstitutions. He is currently the Editor-in-Chief
of The Internatiònal Lawyer (circulation 14,000 quarterly). His present writing
interests concern domestió and international banking, serving as a member of the
A.B.A. anil Texas state Bar Banking committees. He has co-authored the authoriØfive Banking Law Manual and published a two-volume treatise on Regulation of
Business Entärprise In the U.S.A. He is General Editor of the SMU Intemational
Finance series, volume one being worldTrade andTrade Finance (1985), volume
two being European Community: Business, Trade and Finance (1986), and volume
three beiîg Pràspects for Inteinational Commercial Lending and Reschedulings.
He has alõ recently edited and contributed to International Law and the Future
World Order (1987). He serves as a Chairman of the Curriculum Committee and as a
member of the Committee on Graduate Legal Studies; is a founder and director of
the
the university's Annual Institute on International Finance; and is the director of
law school's Annual Short course on the Law of Banking Institutions and of the
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Annual Institute on Commercial Lending. Professor Norton teaches Business Enterprise, Banking Law, European Community Law, International Business and Finance, and Commercial Lending.
Wrruno H. Peonrcr, Visiting Professor of Law,8.4., 1936, Parsons College;
J.D., 1939, Northwestern University. Professor Pedrick was Special Assistant to
the Attorney General, Tax Division, Department of Justice, in 1943-44; Visiting
Fulbright Professor at the University of Western Australia in 1957 and 1973; AALS
Executive Committee Member 1970-72; Founding Dean at Arizona State University
from 1966-75; and Professor Emeritus at Arizona State since 1983. Professor
Pedrick will be a Visiting Professor for the Spring 1988 semester and will teach the
basic course in Income Taxation.
KrNNprH L. Prxecan, Dean and Professor of Law,4.B., 1954; J.D., 1961,
University of North Carolina; LL.M., 1962, Yale University. Following his legal
education, Dean Penegar served a clerkship with Judge Charles Fahy, U.S. Court of
Appeals, D.C. Circuit, 1962-63. He served on the faculty of the University of North
Carolina School of Law from 1963 to 1969. He practiced law in Washington, D.C.,
with the firm of Shea & Gardner. He was dean and professor of law atthe University
ofTennessee from 1971 to 1986. He served through the Ford Foundation as a visiting professor at the University of Delhi, India, from 1967-68. He was a visiting
scholar at Harvard in 1980-81 and a visiting professor at Boston University in 1980I I . Dean Penegar studied International Relations at the London School of Economics and Political Science following service with the U.S. Navy. Recent professional activities have included service as administrative law judge for the Tennessee
Valley Authority on that agency's Board of Contract Appeals. Active in the Association of American Law Schools, he is serving a three-year term on the Executive
Committee of the Association. He is also a trustee of the Lawyer's Committee for
Civil Rights Under Law. A member of the national panel of arbitrators of the
American Arbitration Association, Dean Penegar has also worked with the
American Bar Association accreditation process as chair of several inspection
teams. Current teaching and scholarly interests are in the areas oflnternational Law,
International Trade, Jurisprudence, and Legal Profession.
Rrcn¡'no J. Prence, Ju., George W. Hutchison Proþssor of Energy Law,8.5.,
1965, tæhigh University; J.D., 1972, University of Virginia. Following graduation
he was associated with the Washington, D.C. law firm of Sutherland, Asbill &
Brennan. Professor Pierce was on the faculty ofthe University ofKansas School of
Law from 1977 to l98l and resigned to be the W. R. Irby Professor of Law and
director of the Energy Law Program at Tuane University from 198 I to 1984. Since
that time, he has been a member of the faculty of the University of Pittsburgh School
of Law where he served as dean. He teaches primarily in the area of energy law.
Er-r-eN Sr\trH Pnvon, Assistant Professor of Law, 1974-76, St. John's College;
B.A. , 1978, Rice University; J. D. , 1982, University of Texas. Professor Pryor was
Editor-in-Chief of The Texas Law Review; she was a member of Chancellors and
Order of the Coif. She then served a judicial clerkship to the Honorable Carl
McGowan of the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. Prior to joining the faculty of the School of Law, Professor Pryor was an
associate with the Dallas firm of Carter, Jones, Magee, Rudberg & Mayes, where
her practice was primarily litigation. She was the recipient of the Dallas Bar Association Meritorious Pro Bono Service Award, 1983 and 1984; the Dallas Bar Associa-
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tion Pro Bono Award of the Year in 1985; and the State Bar of Tþxas 1985 Frank
Scurlock Award for delivery of legal services to the poor. She teaches in the area of
torts.

Ronnr M. Reeo, Associate Deanfor clinical Education and Professor of L7w,
8.S., 8.4., 1965; J.D., 1969, Georgetown University' Professor Reed.served as

staff attorney for the Public Defender Service for the District of Columbia and as
director of túe Criminal Justice Clinic, Maryland Division of the Georgetown Unijournal
versity Law Centeq before joining the faculty of SMU. He has published law
articlËs on welfare fraud, õriminãl proce¿ure, evidence, and group learning in the
SMU Criminal Justice Clinic, wheré he serves as director. In addition to his criminal
clinic duties, he serves as Associate Dean for Clinical Education' He also teaches
joinf
Evidence, Texas Criminal Procedure, and a course in expert testimony offered
ly with the University of Texas Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences. He was
awarded a Fulbright Lectureship to Japan for the 1982-83 academic year where he
lectured on constitutional criminal procedure at the university of Tokyo.
C. P¡ur- Rocens, lll, Professor of Law,8.4., 1970; l'D',1973, University of
Texas; LL.M. , 1977 , Columbia university. He practiced law in Pennsylvania
before accepting the Krulewitch Fellowship from the Columbia Law School' He
subsequently joined the faculty of Loyola University of Chicago. He has served as
un untit.u.i ionsultant and spoken at continuing legal education programs'
Professor Rogers has published articles in the areas of antitrust law, côntracts, and
regulated ind-ustries ánd has recently coauthored an antitrust casebook entitled
Antitrust Law: Policy & Pracîice. He has taught courses in contracts, business torts,
antitrust law, and commercial transactions and served the law school as Associate
Dean for Academic Affairs from 1982-1986.

Mer¡x A. SenceNr, Visiting AssociaÍe Professor of Law, B'A', 1973' Wesleyan
University; M.4., 1975; J.D., 1978, Cornell University' Following graduation,
Professoisargent joined the Boston law firm of csaplar & Bok, until 1980. He then
joined the tacuttyãt the Boston College of Law as Assistant Professor and in 1983
was promoted to Associate Professor of Law. Professor Sargent will be visiting the
Law School as a Visiting Associate Professor for the 1988 Spring Semester and will
teach Business Associations and Corporate Take-Overs and Freeze-Outs'
Dnrurpr W. SHuvnN, Professor of Law, B.S', 1969; J.D., 1972, University of
Arizona. An editor of the Arizona Law Review and a member of the Order of Coif,
and the recipient of the University of Arizona Foundation Outstanding Law Senior
Award, proiessor Shuman served as a legal aid attorney in Tücson, Arizona, and
later as assistant attorney general of Arizona in Phoenix, Arizona, with responsibility in a variety of areas, including mental health law. He is the author of numerous
artiiles in the fields of mental health law and evidence, a book entitled Psychiatric
utrl Psycholog,ical Evidence, and a forthcoming book entitled The PsychotherapistPatieni Privilege. He teaches courses in procedure, evidence, law and psychiatry,
and medico-legal problems.

K. Sor-eNoen, Professor of Law, A.B', 1944, Oberlin College; J'D',
southem Methodist university. An editor of the southwestern Law Journal,
Professor solender joined the faculty upon graduation from the school of Law. She
teaches courses in family law, matrimonial property, torts, and civil rights, specializing in problems of speech and press. She has written about recent libel law trends
ar *ill aì numerous law journal articles in the area of family law and has coauthored
EI-r-eN
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with Professor Alan R. Bromberg their Manual on Research Methods and Legal
Writing. Professor Solender is legal consultant to several public and private welfare
agencies and is active in civic and university affairs.

W¡rren W. SreelE, Iu., Professor of Law, LL.B., 1957, Southern Methodist
University; LL.M., 1969, University of Texas. Formerly chief counsel and director
of the Dallas Legal Services Project, Professor Steele teaches courses in law practice
management, criminal law, Texas criminal procedure, juvenile delinquency, and
professional responsibility. He has published numerous law review and barjournal
articles on criminal law, professional responsibility and law office economics, and
he is the editor and coauthor of theTexas Juvenile Defense Manøal. Professor Steele
has served as director of the Criminal Justice Clinic and was associate dean for
Clinical Education for eight years. He is active as a member and adviser to numerous
state bar and local bar committees. Professor Steele was on sabbatical leave for the
1985-86 academic year with the Department of Justice, where he served as a Special

Assistant United States attorney for the Northern District of Texas.
How¡.no J. ThussNper-o, Professor of Law, A.8., 1947; LL.B., 1948; and
Ph.D., 1958, Columbia University. Professor Taubenfeld teaches primarily in the
areas of public intemational law, impacts of new technology, ethics, property law,
and family law. He is the coauthor of the pioneering work with Professor Philip
Jessup on Contols for Outer Space; coauthor of Race, Peace, Law and Southern
Africa; editor of Controlling the Weather; and is also the author of a frve-volume
work on sex discrimination in International Law and Organizations. He is a consultant to the Ti¡nisian government in the preparation of their environmental laws. He is
a consultant to the U.S. Department of State; the Environmental Protection Agency;
the National Science Foundation; the National Center for Atmospheric Research;
Scripps Institution of Oceanography; and N.O.A.A. Professor Taubenfeld has
taught in France, Mexico, Israel, Greece, and England. In 1984, he served as visiting scholar at the International Development Law Institute in Rome and, in the fall,
as exchange professor at Kwansei Gakuin University, Nishinomiya, Japan.
Cslnr-es T. Tennv, Assrsfant Professor of Law,8.A,.,1967, Stanford University;
J.D., 1981, Southwestern University School of Law; LL.M. (in Taxation) 1982,
New York University School ofLaw. Professor Terry was a general partner of Advanced Taxation Systems in Long Beach, California in 1974-80, and was an Acting
Assistant Professor in the Graduate Tax Program at New York University School of
Law from 1982 to 1984. He teaches Corporate Tax, Partnership Tax, Taxation of
Property Dispositions, and Tax Accounting in addition to the basic federal income
taxation course. He developed a course titled Thx Practice and Professional Responsibility which is now required for the LL.M. (Taxation) degree. His research and
writing interests include tax accounting, particularly with respect to tax shelters,
and professional responsibility in tax practice.

Henvsy Vy'rNao, Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and Professor of Law,

8.4.,

1958, Birmingham Southern College; M.A., 1960; J.D., 1962, Vanderbilt
University. A member of Phi Beta Kappa, Professor Wingo was an Associate Editor
onVanderbilt lnw Review and served in the Judge Advocate General's Corps, U.S.
Army 1962-67. He servèd as Dean ad interim in the summer of 1986, and as
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs in 1975-77 and again in 1986-87. Professor
Wingo teaches courses in criminal law, constitutional law, constitutional criminal
procedure and mental conditions and criminal liability. In May 1982 he received the
first annual Dr. Don M. Smart TÞaching Award. Professor Wingo has edited two

.---.-----._
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on
casebooks for use in his constitutional law classes: Leading Constitutional Cases
the
of
Rights
on
Substantive
Cases
Constitutional
Leading
the Federal System and
Individual, und h" it the author of a number of law review articles'
Persn WINsHlv, Professor of Law,8.4., 1965; LL'B', 1968, Harvard University; LL.M., 1973, Úniversity oi London (Lo$91 School of Economics); candidate
fä. tne ¡,S.O., Yale Univerõity. Professor Winship teaches primarily in the areas of
corpo.uæ and commercial law, although he has taught seminars on American legal

hisiory, comparative commercial law, and law and ethics'
ADJUNCT FACUUIY
lgT3,YaleUniversity; J'D',1976, Vanderbilt
8.4.,
Jn.,
J¡nnsn G. BI-nNcsrno,
University; LL.M., 1980, New York University, Lecturer in Law
DeN S. SoyD, S.4., 1972; J.D', 1975, University of Texas, Leclurer in Law
Surw¡n BnowN, B. A'., 1972, J.D', 197 6, University of Arkansas; LL' M" I 978'
New York University, Lecturer in Law
Josu P Busen, 8.4., lÞ78, Kansas State University; J'D', 1982, Harvard University, Lecturer in Law
J. Peúr- Gronce, 8.4., 1973, Oklahoma State University; J'D', 1978, University
of Tulsa; LL.M., 1983, Columbia university school of Law, Lecturer in Law
D¡,vro G. ôt,.*to*, B.B.A., 1959, Texas A&M; LL'B', 1961, University of
Tþxas; LL.M., 1964, Georgetown University, Lecturer in Law
Tsov¡.s R. Hutoo*o, B.B.A., 1974, University of TÞxas; l'D', 1977, Southern
Methodist University, Lecturer in Law
P¡.rnlcr E. HrccIt¡sorHav, 8.4., 1960; LL'B., 1961, University of Alabama'
Adjunct Professor
-8.4., of Law
1970, North Texas State University; J.D',19'75' Washington
Hnnnï J. Joe,
in Law
Lecturer
University,
K¡vrN W. Ko*tro*,8.S., 1974, South Dakota State University; M'A'' 1976,
Tþxas Christian University; Ph.D., 1983, University of Texas Health Science
Center; J.D., 1984, Southern Methodist University, Lecturer in Law

-Hen¡enr 3. Ku*o*t.", B.B.A., 1957;LL.g.,1960, Southern Methodist University; LL.M., 1961, Harvard University, Adiunct Professor of Law

Tnovïs E. Kunrs, 8.4.,

1970, Creighton University;

odist UniversitY, Lecturer in Law

J

.D

'

'

1973, Southern Meth-

È.4., tgZt, J.D.,1974, Vanderbitt University, Lecturer in Law
M¡nr V. Munnev, 8.4., 1970; J.D.,1974, University of Texas; Lecturer inLaw
JuunN NrnI[, L.L.B., 1972,Exeter University (England); J'D', 1977' Boston

DeNNv Mrrren,

University, Lecturer in Law

Ronrr E. PHLI-¡N, B.S.B.A., 1963, J'D., 1970, Ohio State University, Lecturer in
Law

1962, Princeton University, LL.B., 1965; LL'M''
^.8., Lecturer in Law
1966, Harvard University,
Asn¡HrN4 N.M. Ssnsuv, Jn., 8.S., 1970, J.D., 1973, University of Florida;
LL.M., 1975, New York University, Lecturer in Law
Mrcnesl J. Srewenr, 8.S., 1956, J.D., 1963, Georgetown University, Lecturer

Rosnnr S. ReNoer-1,

in Law

Wrrlren C. Srnocx, B.B.A.,

1964,

J.D.,1967, Southem Methodist University,

Lecturer in I'aw
W. S'rrpHsN Swevze, 8.4., 1963, Southem Methodist University;
University of Texas, Adiunct Professor of Law

LL'B',
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CnenI-es A. Thnelev, B.S.E.E., 1961, Southern Methodist University; M.B.A.,
1962, University of Pittsburgh Graduate School of Business; J.D., 1973, The
University of Tþxas School of Law, Lecturer in Law
J¡Nres H. Welr-exsrerN,8.A., 1964, Washington & Lee University; J.D., 1967,
Southern Methodist University, Adjunct Professor of Law
Drvro A. Weeruennre, 8.4., l97l; J.D., 1976, Southern Methodist University,

Lecturer in Law

L.N.D. WrLLs, Jn.,4.B., 1934,

Texas Christian University; LL.B.,1937, Columbia University, Lecturer in Law
DoNelo J. Zenr, 8.A,., 1963; LL.M., 1967, New York University, LL.B., 1966,
Albany Law School Union University, Adjunct Professor of Law
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$201 SCHOOL OF LAW CALENDAR

SUMMER SESSION, I987

May 19, Tüesday: Registraton.
May 20, Wednesday: First Day of Classes.
May 22, Friday: Last Day for Adding and Dropping Courses.
May 25, Monday: Memorial Day (Holiday)
July 3, Friday: Independence Day (Holiday).
July 10, Friday: Last Day of Classes.
July 13, Monday: Examinations Begin.

July 18, Saturday: Examinations End.
FALL SEMESTER, 1987
August 24-25, Monday-Tuesday: Registration.
August 2ó, \ilednesday: First Day of Classes.
September l, Tuesday: Last Day for Adding and Dropping Courses.
November 26-27, Thursday-Friday: Thanksgiving Recess.
December 4, Friday: Last Day of Classes.
December 8, Tuesday: Examinations Begin.
December 19, Saturday: Examinations End.
SPRING SEMESTER, 1988
January I I - 12, Monday-Tuesday: Registration.
January 13, Wednesday: First Day of Classes.
January 19, Tuesday: Last Day for Adding and Dropping Courses.
March
Friday: Spring Recess Begins at Close of Classes.

ll,

March 21, Monday: Classes Resume.
April I, Friday: Good Friday (Holiday)
April 29, Friday: Last Day of Classes.
May 3, Tuesday: Examinations Begin.

May 14, Saturday: Examinations End.
May 17, Tuesday: Grades Due for Graduating Seniors.
May 20, Friday: Baccalaureate.
May 21, Saturday: Commencement and Hooding Ceremony.
Offices of the University will be closed May 25, July 3, November 26,27 , December 21,22,23,24,25, 1987; January l, April l, and May 30, 1988.
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Proposed programs for 1987-88 are: Civil RICO After Sedima; Fifth Circuit
Appellate Practice and Advocacy Seminar; 4th Annual Short Course on Law of
Banking Institutions; Advanced Course in Bankruptcy Law-1988; lOth Biennial
Specialists' Symposium on Texas Family Law and Community Property; 6th
Annual Multi-State Labor and Employment Law Seminar; 9th Annual Symposium
on Products Liability; Advanced Civil Täal Short Course; and the 4th Annual Institute on Commerical Lending. Additional seminars and short courses are
presented at various time throughout the year.

AoveNcsn Decnp¡s.-The general LL.M. and LL.M. (Thxation) degrees for
U.S. law trained graduates, the LL.M. (Comparative and Intemational Law) degree
for non-U.S. trained law graduates and the S.J.D. advanced research degree for
both U.S. and non-U.S. law trained graduates are described in Section V. Approximately 75 fulltime and 75 part-time students are enrolled in these graduate
programs.
$202.2 THE LAW SCHOOL QUADRANGLE
SMU is located in suburban University Park (a residential community with shopping areas) approximately five miles from the business center of Dallas, Texas. The
Law School Quadrangle occupies six acres on the northwest corner ofthe campus.
The Quadrangle consists of:

Hall, completed in 1949 and last renovated in 1980, contains adminis-

-Storey
trative
offices, faculty library and offices, an auditorium, and clinical and other
facilities.
Hall, completely remodeled in 1968, contains class and seminar
-Florence
rooms
and a court room.
Inn, completed in 1949 and redecorated in 1967,.contains living
-Lawyers
quarters
for 80 students, dining rooms, and recreation areas. See $2M below.
Law Library, completed in 1970, contains open stacks for 450,000
-Underwood
volumes,
and carrels and comfortable seating for all students. See $202.3 below.

The buildings are modified Georgian architecture, as are the rest of SMU's
buildings, and are centrally air-conditioned and heated.
$202.3 THE UNDERWOOD LAW LIBRARY
Participation in the legal profession requires knowledge and skill in the discovery
and manipulation of information. Familiarity with the materials and services of a
law library is essential to effective performance as a law student and as an attorney.
The Underwood Law Library, containing more than three hundred thousand
volumes, is one of the major legal information resources in the United States.
American legal materials, federal and state, include constitutions, legislative
compilations, administrative regulations, and the reported decisions of appellate
courts of all jurisdictions. The treatise holdings cover all areas of the law with
special strength in corporate, securities, and tax matters. Some 1300 periodical
titles, large numbers of Texas and United States government documents, appellate
papers for cases in the ïþxas Supreme Court and the Supreme Court ofthe United
States in microforms, and all of the related digests, citators, encyclopedia and indices round out a comprehensive current information resource.
For selected countries, the collection includes primary source material, treatises
and journals from Great Britain and Commonwealth Nations, Western European
countries, Latin American countries and some Asian jurisdictions.
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honing of basic skills
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$202.4 STUDENT CONDUCT

Studentsareexpectedtoconductthemselvesasprospectivemembersofthelegalby

drafted
Code of Professional Responsibility, which.was
the student
by
ratified
and
fácultv'
the
by
ã'r*¿"nlriu"ulty committee,-approved
with the standards and
body, is in effect. Stu¿"nt, ,nåifd familiarize themselves

diñ;;.

Á ,tuà"nt

disciplinaryproceduresp.uio"ointhedisciplinarycode.Inaddition,matriculation
with all university rules
in the university constituies ã àeclaration of compliance
and regulations.

Studentsafenotpermitted,withoutthewrittenconsentofthedeaneitherindivid-

or of the school of Law in any
ual or collectiv"ty, to ur" it,L'name of the university
school'
of
the
work
regular
ihe
outside
activity
$202,5 POLICY ON DISCRIMINATION
to a policy against
southern Methodist university school of Law is committed
creed, physical handicap' or
religion,
color,
race,
ug",
..*,
on
based
discrimination
Law School in admis;;ii";;i ãiigin. rni, pori"i ufipii"r to the activiiies of the
grants and all other academic and
scholarships.,
hou;in;Éa;iiiiies,
pr"."i""nt,
.ìã"r,
Further, the fa.1""_ï"1"¿"Ài. opportuniiio-including those ihich are honorary.
conform to
who
employers
cilities of the career Services offrce are-available only to
a non-discriminatory policy in hiring'

I
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$203 FINANCIAL INFORMATION

A catalogue supplement, Financial Information: SMU|1987-88, is issued by the
office of the vice President for Finance and Administration. It provides the general
authority and reference for SMU financial regulations and obligations, as well as
detailed information concerning tuition, fees, and living expenses incuned while
attending southern Methodist university. The catalogue supplement is available at
the office of the university cashier and in the office of the dean of each school. It
will be mailed, upon request, from any of these offices.
For optional or additional charges, and for information which may apply specially to each school, see the current issue of the catalogue supplement, Financial
Information: SMU I I 987 -88.
students registering in the continuation student Registration are responsible for
payment being received in the cashier's office by the due date (given to students at
registration). No confirmation of receipt of payment will be sent. If an invoice has
not been received two weeks prior to the due date, the Cashier's Office should be
contacted. The registration of students whose accounts remain unpaid on the due
date will be canceled. students registering in Late Registration must pay at the time
of registration.
An enrolled student whose University account becomes delinquent or who is in
any manner indebted to the University may be withdrawn from the rolls of SMU and
be denied the recording and certification services of the office of the Registrar,
including the issuance of a transcript or diploma.
Arrangements for financial assistance from Southem Methodist university must
be made in advance of registration in accordance with the application schedule
established by the office ofFinancial Aid. A student should not expect such assistance to settle delinquent accounts.
A condensed summary of Graduate School Charges 1987-BB is given below, and
will apply to the majority of full-time graduate students during fall and spring
semesters.

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Master of Liberal Arts

Theology
All

other graduate

students

Titition
SCH*
$143.00
$179.00
$312.00

per

General Student
Fee per SCH*

$

--0$40.00
$40.00

courses taken where the tuition is at a different rate will be charged at the higher
rate.

Room: 5942 per semester for double occupancy in traditional residence halls; g967
per semester for double occupancy in Lawyers Inn and S.B. perkins Hall.
Please consult the Office of Housing for nontraditional residence accommodations and rates.
Board: $1,064.17 (includes sales tax) per semester.
F¿¿s.' Maximum charge for general student fee is $474 per semester, not including
parking and athletic fees, which are optional.

*SCH indicates semester-credit hour

.

$204 HOUSING AND MEALS AND
OTHER SERVICES
$204.I LAWYERS INN ROOM AND BOARD

those students
Law students are free to live and eat where they choose, excepting

ia;h"t elect to live in Lawyers [nn, are required to take all meals there'
*h.,
"^'iå*Våï.'n",
quadrangle, provides..residence
located in the 3chool

of Law

or Spring
80 unmarried students. The room rental rate for a Fall
available
are
rooms
single
few
A
room.
double
in
a
person
$g67 for each

a"co.i,o¿utions for

s"nl"r,"i i,

are engaged for the
ui u *"m"ste, rental rate of $1,203.00 and $1,438'00' Rooms
who wish to
Residents
semesters.
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;;gri;; ;;ilic year,
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so
do
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An
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Inn.
Läwyérs
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direcror
the
with
;;;;i ;..;g"ments
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Theroomsarecomfortablyfurnished.Applicationforresidencemustbemadeon

uro..'uppri'dbytheoffrceofHousingoft.heUniversityandmustbeaccompanied is

Uyãã"p.,'ri.f
aõcepted

the applicant
$100. Approual of appliõation may not be given until

for admission to the School of Law'

Dining Room and
føLuf, are served Monday through Friday in the Lawyers Inn
Center. The Lawyers
Suiu.ãuy through noon Sunday inihe Umphrey.Lee Student
using the dining
inn Oiníng Roõm is open to ali students and to-their guests. Those
.ä". t"-åp, students living in the inn) may pay for each meal separately or may
contraòt at ihe time of registration for meals for a full semester'
including 7 '25
The cost of meals f¡r one semester in Lawyers Inn is $ I ,002.52,
registration'
of
time
the
payable
at
percent sales tax,
semester
for roomsìnd meals are subject to change at the beginning of any
Rates

or Summer Session.
STUDENTS
$204.2 ON-CAMPUS FACILITIES FOR MARRIED
Information constudents.
Limited on-campus facilities are available for married
of
Housing^of the
Office
the
writing
by
obtained
be
these faciiities may
School
""Ãing
U"i""iril'. A number of University-ownedapartments are located near the Dallas,
SMU,
352,
Box
offrce,
Apartment
S-MU
to
of Law. Éor information write
^lexas 75275.
$204.3 CHILD CARE FACTLITY
There is a fully-licensed child-care facility on campus. For frartherìnformation
Oirä"to., SMU Preschool and Day Care Center' Hawk Hall' SMU'

ph;-;;it",

Dallas, Tþxas 75275.

$205 FINANCIAL AID

$205.I SCHOLARSHIPS
A limited number of awards of full tuition and fees are made annually to entering
first year students. The Financial Aid Committee endeavors to use the available
funds to attract students who will enhance the Law School as demonstrated by their
undergraduate averages, LSAT scores, and life experiences. Normally these grants
are renewed for the second and third years provided the student ranks in the top
quarter of the class. Failure to meet the academic requirement results in a decrease in
the amount awarded or a cancellation of the award.

Information may be obtained by writing to:
Director of Admissions
School of Law
Southern Methodist University
Dallas, Texas 75275

Eluorr

Bowen Mnvonlel ScHor-ensslps.-Mrs. Ann Knight Bower
Elliott Bower Memorial Scholarship Fund which provides
for two full-tuition scholarships each year. Selection of James Elliott Bower MemoJn¡'res

has established the James

rial Scholars shall be made on the basis of academic proficiency, extra curricular
achievement and financial need. Prospective students interested in this program
should write to:

Director of Admissions
School of Law
Southern Methodist University
Dallas, TX 75275

THs SrnnH T. Hucr¡ps Dtvensrry L¡w Feuowsurp--The Sarah T. Hughes
Diversity Law Fellowship was established by the Dallas Bar Association and is
underwritten by the Dallas Bar Foundation to enable men and women from minority
groups and others traditionally under-represented in the legal profession to obtain a
legal education at the School of Law of Southern Methodist University and
subsequently enter the legal profession. The Fellowship provides a stipend to cover
the full tuition and fees, room and board, and books. The Fellowship is awarded
initially for one yeai" and is renewable for the second and third years of study,
provided the recipient's academic performance is satisfactory. Completed applications must be on file in the Office of Admissions at the School of Law by February I
to be considered for the following fall semester. For additional information and
application forms write:

Director of Admissions
School of Law
Southern Methodist University
Dallas, Texas 75275

HurcnrsoN Scnolnnsslp Pnocn¡rø.-William L. Hutchison has established the
Hutchison Scholarship Program with the following objectives: (l) to foster and
encourage excellence in legal study so that students selected by the School for an
award from the endowment income may become competent, able and respected
members of the legal profession and/or the business community and (2) the development in such students of the highest sense of duty to our community and our nation
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Degree will be granted to lawyers not previously trained in the Anglo-American law
and the Master of Laws Degree for lawyers who were previously trained in AngloAmerican law. One scholarship for each academic year is available and provides full
tuition and fees, room and board at Lawyers Inn in the Law Quadrangle or the
monetary equivalent thereof, and books. Completed applications must be on file in
the Office of Admissions at the School of Law by March I to be considered for the
following fall semester. For additional information and application forms write:

Robert Gerald Storey
Scholarship Committee
School of Law
Southern Methodist University
Dallas, Tþxas 75275
HnrroN W. SurrlNens Scsolenssrps.-Five Scholarships which cover the cost
of full tuition and fees, room and board, and a reasonable amount of books for three
years are awarded each year to qualified entering students who are residents of, or
who are attending colleges or universities in Texas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, New
Mexico, Arkansas, Kansas, Nebraska or Missouri. These scholarships are awarded
primarily on the basis of undergraduate achievement. Completed applications must
be on file in the Ofñce of Admissions of the School of Law by January 15 to be
considered for the following Fall semester. Prospective students interested in this
program should write to:
Director of Admissions
School of Law
Southern Methodist University
Dallas, Texas 75275

$206 AWARDS
graduate
unless indicated by an asterisk (*), or stated otherwise, both J.D. and

law students are eligible for the award. An asterisk (*) indicates that only J'D'
students are eligible.

Avenrc¡N Anst.rn¡'rtoN AssoclerloN Aw¡no

student
The American Arbitration Association presents an award each year to the
of
with the best grade or paper in a course involving arbitration. The award consists
Arbitration
American
in
the
mem6ership
a
one-year
ptuque
and
an engraved u"-nr"
publicaÀssoJiation entitling thô student to receive on a regular basis the various

tions of the Association.
Aprenrc,qN
N¿eNr

Bnn AssocrnrroN SecrtoN On unn,+N, Srnre ¡Np LOCAL GovenN-

Lnw Awanos

Bar
The Section of Urban, State, and Local Govemment Law of the American
the top
to
Excellence
of
a
certificate
of
award
unnuul
un
presents
Association
Law
,i"¿""t in each Municipal Law course and to the top student in each Land Use
course.

THe Avenrc,cN Posrnl WonrBns UNIoN Awnno
The American Postal workers union of the Dallas Area Local presents an annual
outstanding
award of $ 150 to the student in the School of Law who makes the most
the
performance, either through course work or in the writing of a scholarly paper, in
bargaining.
field of public employee

ANonews & Kunrs Aweno
The Houston firm of Andrews & Kurth presents an award each year in the amount
would
of $500 to the student edi tor of the Southwestern Law Journal who otherwise
education'
legal
her
or
his
finance
to
to
work
have
THe Russpt-t- M. B¡.xen Awnno*
Uuri"t Kay Baker Bain, in memory of Russell M. Baker, has presented to the
(or names) of the
School of Law a plaque on which is inicribed each year the name
senior law studenì (oi students) who made the outstanding contribu,tio-n.for the cur,"nt y"u. to the woik of the Moot Court Board. A cash award of $200 is presented
annually.
Bnnnrelo-HuNsucKER CIvll Ct-tNIc Aweno*
M.rrrr. Lowry Barfield and Philip Hunsucker of the Dallas Bar present an annual
the
award of $100 tó the team achieving the highest grade(s) in civil clinic in each

Fall and Spring Semester.
THe Bnnntsrnns Awlnos*
The Barristers, a School of Law service and scholastic honorary organization,
annually presents an award of an engraved plaque to the first-year student who, in
the opinion of the Barristers, contributed most to the School of Law'
Thà Banisters also present a bronze plaque on which are inscribed the names of
students who submit tlhe best written brielfor the first-year Moot Court Competi-

tion.

Tse D¡vto Bpn¡¡eno Meplont,ql FouNonrtoN AIn L¡w Awlno

The David Bernard Memorial Foundation presents annually a book award to the
top student in the Aviation Law class.
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Bnncewell &

PnrT ensoN Lecal WnrrrNc Awnno*
The Houston law firm of Bracewell & Patterson presents an annual award of $250
to the student who makes the highest grade in each section of the Legal Writing
course, with grades for both semesters being averaged together.
AlaN R. Bnoveenc Secunrtres Awnno
The Dallas law firm ofJenkens & Gilchrist gives an annual prize of$500 in honor
of its Counsel, Professor Alan R. Bromberg, for an outstanding original paper in the
field of securities law. Only full+ime students are eligible and there is no requirement for registration in any particular course. The winner's name is inscribed on a
permanent plaque presented by the firm to the School of Law.

Tue BNA Lnw SruoeNr Aweno
The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc. awards a one-year subscription to fåe
United States Law Week or the BNA Civil Trial Manual to the graduating J.D.
student who has achieved the highest grade in the Constitutional Criminal Procedure
course.

N¡rse¡ BunreN

MeNaonhL Col¿perrrroN Awnnn
The American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers each year conducts the Nathan Burkan Memorial Competition. The writer of the best paper submitted by a student in the School of Law on some subject dealing with Copyright
Law is awarded a prize of $500. A prize of $200 is given for the second best paper.
The best paper is entered in the national competition in which an award of $3,000 is
made for the outstanding entry.
BunlesoN CerurNnl Lnw eNo PnocBoune Aw¡no op Menl'r
The Burleson Criminal Law and Procedure Award of Merit, a cash award of $500,
is presented each year by Mr. Phil Burleson of the Dallas Bar to the student writing
the most outstanding law journal casenote or comment dealing with Texas Criminal
law, criminal procedure, or constitutional law concerning the rights of the crim-

inally accused.
CnnntNcroN, ColeunN, Slorr¡rN & Br-uN¿eNrHal Awano+
The Dallas law firm of Carrington, Coleman, Sloman & Blumenthal each year
presents a gold watch to the outstanding student in the first-year class based on
scholastic achievement.
CHrr-os, FonreNencH, Becr & GuvroN Awrno
The Houston law firm ofChilds, Fortenbach, Beck & Guyton presents each year a
$500 award, in memory of læonard H. Childs, to an outstanding student for law

joumal or course writing on a currently developing area of high significance in
securities law.

Tue AlpHotrse nNo Mrnre Crpol-le Moo'r Counr Aw¡no*
Mr. Thomas A. Cipolla, Class of '75, presents, in honor of his parents, a cash
award of $200 to the student or students primarily responsible for drafting the brief
for the National Moot Court competition.
CouNcrr- op rHe SpcrroN oN Conpone'rroN, BeNrrNc

¡No BusrNess L¡w op rHe

Srere Bnn op TËxes Awnno
The Council of the Section on Corporation, Banking and Business Law of the
category-(l) casenotes or
case digests and (2) comments and longer papers-in areas of legal practice
State Bar of Texas awards cash prizes of $750 in each

addressed by the Section. The prizes are awarded on a statewide competitive basis
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after an evaluation by a committee in the Section of entries submitted by the deans of
each of the law schools in the state.

Dl-l.qs L¡wvens' WIves' CLue Awnno*

The Dallas Lawyers' wives' club each year makes a cash award of $500 to an
outstanding studeni of Tþxas background and a bona fide resident of Texas in the
second-year class. The award is based on scholarship and need'
THe Vnlenle L,qrHnop DruputNor Mevlontnl Awnno*
Mr. Tony Dauphinot presents annually an award of $200, in memory of his
mother, to ihe best student in the Real Estate lansactions course'

WENtwonrH T. DunnNr Merr¡ontnl Awnno

the
The Wentworth T. Durant Memorial Award of $500 is presented each year by
in
Dallas law firm of Brice & Mankoff to the student writing the outstanding paper
the field of federal taxation.

Tue,

Fonr ìùy'onrn Reel Esrere Lnw CouNcll- Awnnp

The Fort worth Real Estate Law council has established an annual award of $250
II'
to a first-year law student who makes the highest grade in Property I and P^roperty
the
tie,
of
a
the
event
In
together.
averaged
being
semesters
with graáes in both
award will be divided between the winners.

FouNonrtoN Pness, INc. Aw¡no*
The Foundation Press, Inc. makes an annual book award to the students who
make outstanding contributions to the SMU Mock Tlial Club'
FuLsRtcHr & J¡wonsrr Moor Counr Covpe.rtrtor'l Aw¡'no*
The Houston law firm ofFulbright & Jaworski annually presents cash awards to
the students who represent the Southern Methodist University School of Law in the
National Moot Court comPetition.
Genoene & WYNNS Moo'r Counr Coupe.rtrtoN Aweno*
The Dallas law firm of Gardere & Wynne makes an annual cash award to each
student selected as an outstanding student in inter-school Moot Court competition.
The names of the outstanding students are inscribed on a bronze plaque which has
been presented by the firm to the School of Law.
Geenv, SuHl & Sprucen Mocx Tnt¡.t- Cot¡perlrto¡l Awnno*
The Dallas law firm of Geary, Stahl & Spencer has presented to the School of Law
a bronze plaque on which are inscribed each year the names of the members of the
winning team in the Mock Tiial competition.
Grlprr.r, Poul & Be¡.¡Ner-r Aweno*
The Houston law firm ofGilpin, Pohl & Bennett presents an annual cash award of
$500 for the highest grade each year in the seminar on Expert Testimony'

Gol-oeenc & ALexeNoen Awrno
The Dallas law firm of Goldberg & Alexander gives each year a cash award of
$ 100 to the member

of the class in Creditors' Rights who receives the highest grade

in the course.
THe WIxoN W. HenNooN Mevont,{L Aw¡.no
Mrs. Wilson vy'. Herndon and friends present annually the wilson w. Herndon
Memorial Award of $500 each semester to the student who ranks highest in the

Antitrust Course.
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S¡nen T. HucHes Feoen¡L Counrs Aweno*
The Dallas Chapter of the Federal Bar Association makes an annual award of
$200 to the student making the highest grade in the course in Federal Courts.
INrenNerroN.cl Acnoevv or TÞrrt- Lnwvens Awnno*
The International Academy of Tiial Lawyers has presented the School of Law
with a Student Advocacy Award plaque for permanent display. Each year the name
of the student who has been designated for superior proficiency in Tirial Advocacy
will be added to the plaque. The student will also receive a scroll for framing.
JeNreNs & GIt-cHntsr Awano
The Dallas law firm ofJenkens & Gilchrist gives an annual prize of$500 for an
outstanding original paper in the field of securities law. Only fulltime students are
eligible and there is no requirement for registration in any particular course. The
winners' names are inscribed on a permanent plaque presented by the firm to the
Law School.
JoHNsoN, BRoveenc & Lseos Aweno*
The Dallas law firm ofJohnson, Bromberg & Leeds gives each year $250 to the
student deemed by the faculty to be outstanding in the field of corporate and financial law, based both on grades and on one or more original papers.
JouNsoN & Swnrlsot¡ Awnno*
The Dallas law firm ofJohnson & Swanson presents annually $300 to the graduating senior exemplifying excellence in the study of Tiusts and Estates (based on the
highest average in the courses in Wills, Ti"usts, Estate Planning, and Estates, Gift
and Income Thxation of Tì.usts and Estates).
Joxrs, Dnv, Reevrs & Pocue Aw¡no*
The Dallas law firm of Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue gives each year a cash award
of $250 to the graduating senior who has demonstrated the best performance during
his or her undergraduate law school career in the area of real estate.
JounNel op Arn L¡w nNo Covvrnce Aw¡no
The School of Law each year gives a prize of $50 to the student who has prepared
the outstanding comment and a prize of $50 to the student who has written the best
casenote for the Journal of Air Law and Commerce.
JounN¡l o¡ Arn Lnw nNo Cott¡vencB 1970 Bo¡'no or Eotrons Awnno
The 1970 Board of Editors of the Journal of Air Law and Commerc¿ makes an
annual award of approximately $200 for the best comment by a senior student
published in the Journal of Air Law and Commerce.
Kesvrrn, Wn-r-rNcHnv & Knace Awano*
The Dallas law firm of Kasmir, Willingham & Krage presents each year an award
of $250 to the beginning third-year student who is judged to be the most outstanding
future tax practitioner.

KrI-oone & Krlcone Awnno
The Dallas law firm of Kilgore & Kilgore gives each year cash awards

as

follows:

$100 each to the top student in the course in Civil Procedure I in the Fall Semester,
and in Civil Procedure II in the Spring Semester;
$100 to the top student in the Securities Litigation and Enforcement course.

Ltw Awnnp*
& McCurley awards $500 for demon-

KooNs, Rnson, Ful¡-en & McCutlev Feurlv
The Dallas law firm of Koons, Rasor, Fuller
strated exellence in the freld of family law.
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Lnw Orncn MexacEveNr CouRse Aw¡.np
The Dallas Chapter of the Association of Legal Administrators presents an annual
award to the outstãnding student in the Law Office Management course. The award
consists of a leather initialed briefcase and an engraved plaque.

L¡wyens co-opeurlvn PugusnrNc coupeNy nNn BeNcnoFr-wHlrNev

coN,t-

pa¡¡v-{¡a6p¡ceN JunlspnuonNce Pnlze Awnnps

The Lawyers Co-Operative Publishing Company and Bancroft-Whitney Company award an American Jurisprudence Credit Voucher worth $100 toward the
purðtur" of any of their major publications and a certificate of such award to the
irighe.t ranking student in each law school course in which 12 or more students are
enrolled. Seminars and graduate courses are exempt.
JoHN MrnsHeL¡- CoNsrrrur.tolel Llw Aw¡rno*
This award is an annual cash prize of $500 to the law student who has indicated
excellence in the area of Constitutional Law as selected by the Constitutional Law
faculty.

Mrrrsews, Canlror & St¡¡¡ Aw¡no
The Dallas law firm of Matthews, Carlton & Stein has established an annual cash
award of $150 to the top student in each section of the course in Contracts in the
Spring Semester.

M,qxwnll, GoowrN & ClnlroN Awenos

The Dallas law firm of Maxwell, Godwin & Carlton presents an annual award of
$500, consisting of $400 to the best oral advocate representing the school of Law in
inter-school Moot Court competition, and $100 to the student writing the best law
review article within the general fleld of commercial or business litigation.

B. Tnov¡s McElnov Aw¡no*
Each year Mr. B Thomas McElroy of the Dallas Bar makes a cash award of $250
to the student who attains the highest grade in the course in Texas Pre-Trial Procedure in either the Fall or the Spring semester.

MTnusr

Dell¡s

Aweno

MTrust Dallas presents annually a cash award for the highest grade in the Fall and
Spring semesters in the Estate Planning course. The award is $250 for each
semester.

OncerN, BBI-I- & Tucren Tn¡,ql Aovoc¡cv Aw¡no*
The Beaumont law firm of Orgain, Bell & Tucker gives an annual award of $250
for the highest grade in Trial Advocacy in each semester.
P¡ssrr¡rN & JoNes Aweno*
The Passman & Jones Award of $500 is given annually to a second-year student
who has maintained a high scholastic average and has eamed a substantial percentage of living costs through part-time work while attending law school.
PHr

Ar-psl Del-re Awtno*

The Phi Alpha Delta legal fraternity annually presents a plaque to the first-year
student who makes the greatest improvement in grades between the first and second
semesters.

PneNrrce-Hnll, INc.-Feorne¡- Thx,qrloN Awnnn*

Prentice-Hall, Inc. awards each year an engraved plaque to the outstanding
student in taxation in the third-year class.
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Rlcnanos, Hnnnrs, Me¡Locr & ANonews Aweno
The Dallas law flrm of Richards, Harris, Medlock & Andrews, in honor of its
founder D. Carl Richards, presents annually a cash award of $250 to the student
making the highest grade in the course in Patent Law. The winner's name is engraved on a permanent plaque presented by the firm to the Law School.
Rrcnre & Gneereønc, PC. Aweno
The Houston law firm of Richie & Greenberg gives annually a cash award of $500
to the student writing the outstanding note or comment for the Southwestern Law
Journal in the field of bankruptcy.
Ronenrsox & MrLLsn Aw¡nos
The Dallas law firm of Robertson & Miller presents annual cash awards of $250
for each semester to each of the full-time students who make the highest grade in the

Oil and Gas course and in the Federal Oil and Gas Thxation course.
Tsxns TnraI- L¡wynns Assocr¡uoN Aweno
The Tþxas Trial Lawyers Association awards each year a $300 prize for the best
paper in the fields of torts or worker's compensation law.

Tse Tsov¡s Aw¡nr
Each year the Barristers select a third-year student, who, in the opinion of the
Barristers, has made an outstanding contribution to the SMU Law School, to receive
the A. J. Thomas Award, named in honor of the late A. J. Thomas, Jr. The winner's
name is engraved on a permanent plaque in Storey Hall.

Tsovpsol¡ & KNrcnr Aw¡no*
The Dallas law firm ofThompson & Knight gives each year a cash award of $ 100
to the student editor who writes the best original comment published in the Southwestern Law Journnl.

Vnnsny Boor Srone Aweno*
Mr. Hubert L. Burgess, Jr. awards annually the Varsity Book Store Award of $200
to the editor of the Southwestern Law Journal who has most imaginatively and
diligently fulfilled the responsibilities of his or her position on the Board of Editors.
Wpsr Puet-rsHrxc Covp¡rly Aweno*
The West Publishing Company presents annually a set of Remedies by Lowe to

the student editor of the Southwestern Law Journal who makes the outstanding
contribution ta the Journal, both quality and quantity considered.
WBsr PunusurNc Covpeuy Conpus Junrs SncuNourr¡ Awenos*
The West Publishing Company awards annually a selected title of Corpus Juris
Secundum to each student who achieves the highest grade in the following courses:
Administrative Law, Evidence, and Professional Responsibility.
Wesr PueI-rsHrNc CovprNy HonNeoox Awnnos+
The West Publishing Company awards each year a selected title from the
Hornbook Series to the students in the first-yeaç second-year, and third-year classes
in the School of Law who achieve the highest scholastic averages.
Worsnev, Fonsvrur, S¡rr,rpsI-s & Woor-onroce Aweno
The Dallas law firm of Worsham, Forsythe, Sampels & Wooldridge awards
annually $500 to the student writing the outstanding article or casenote on a topic
involving public utility law or a developing area having significant impact on public

utilities.

$207 SCHOLARLY PUBLICATIONS

Twostudent.editedlawreviewsarepublishedbytheschoolofLaw-theS¿lølå-

Their staffs are
western Law Journal and the Journal'of Air Law and commerce.
*"1ã.i"¿ to participate on the basis of scholarship and through a writing competition
review is vested in
con¿ucte¿ Ëach yËar. The operation and management ofeach law
made up of
its elected Boarã of Editori. The Boards, selected from the staffs, are
a^nd wrítresearch
legal
for
capacity
high
a
exhibited
have
who
iirl.¿f.ur students
of permaing- Ií uotrr publications the work of students has produced periodicals
n"it uulu" to the legal profession. In addition, the American Bar Association's I¿¿
a formal
Inte:rnational Lo*f* it now being edited at the School of Law through
program involving faculty and quâlified students'
' lhe Southwestern Law Jounrál is published five times each year and reaches law
Each issue
schools, attorneys, andjudges throughout the united States and abroad'
i;.1;d;; urti"f., Uy prorninãnt legal scholars and practitioners dealing with signifiby
cant questions of"lócal, national, and intemational law. In addition, articles
year one
students analyzerecent cases, statutes, and developments in the law. Each
and contains
issue of theiournal is devoted to an Annual Survey ofTexas Law
urti"l", by attorneys, law professors and judges concerning current developments in
of thirdthe laws är t"*ur. All editing is done by the Board of Editors, comprised
year law students, who receive academic credit for their work'
of
The Journal of Air Law and Commerce, a quarterly publication of-tl:,l:hggl
Law, was foundåd at Northwestern University in 1930 and moved to SMU in 1961.
ifr" L"ry scholarly periodical in the English language devoted primarily to the.legal
circulation
and economic p.obi".r affecting aviation and space, it has a worldwide
distinguished
by
Articles
countries.
60
ù
,o*"
subscrib"r,
with over 2,d00
and
lawyers, economists, government officials, and scholars deal with domestic
as well as
space'
and
pfivate
aviation,
industry,
airline
the
problemsãf
int"'-uiionuf
area of aviation' Also
!"n..uf legal topics which have a significant im-pact on the casenotes on recent
issues,
topical
of
variety
on
a
commentaries
included aie stuàent
and
decisions, book reviews, and editorial comments. The Journal of Air Law
in
aviaproblems
on
selected
symposium
annual
acclaimed
an
Ct¡mmerce sponsors
tion law and publishes selected papers from that symposium in.one of its.issues.
over 600 aviåtion lawyers and industry representatives attend the symposium.
The International Lawyer, a quarterly professional publication, concentrates
primarily on curent issues in the international business arena, has an international
circulation of approximately 14,000 and has become an authoritative reference for

practitioners, júOges anO- scholars involved in international subject-matter.
btudents, undei Fà'culty editorship, assist in the editorial processes for the.journal
the
and prepare casenotes and comments (the best of which are published in
wrir
Journal). Students successfully completing the formal, two year editorial and
ing program receive academió credit. Stuìent editors are selected on the basis of
u.ád".ic achievement and interest in the field of intemational law'

a

$208 STUDENT ACTIVITIES AND
ORGANIZATIONS

THe SMU SruopNr Bnn AssocrnrroN (SBA) is composed of all students in the
of Law. Officers, second-year, and third-year class representatives are
elected in the spring semester of each academic year. Class representatives for firstyear students are elected approximately one month after the fall semester has com-

School

menced.

The primary function of the SBA is to represent the concerns and interests of the
law school student body. The SBA sponsors numerous speakers of local and national prominence as well as various social and sports events. All students are urged
to serve on one or more of the SBA committees: Faculty Evaluation, Orientation,
Finance, Speakers, Social, Publicity, and Law Week.
THe Aovocnre is a newspaper published during the school year by students of
the Law School.
THe Bnnnrsrsns is a general service organization of l5 law students elected on
the basis of scholarship, leadership, achievement, and personality.
Tne Bucx L¡w Srune¡rrs Assocr¡rroN (BLSA) is composed of all black
students in the School of Law. The purpose of the organization is to facilitate full
awareness of educational and professional opportunities to black students.
THe HlsprNrc AvenlceN Lnw SruopNrs AssocrerroN (HALSA) is composed
of all Hispanic American students in the School of Law. The purpose of the organization is to facilitate full awareness of educational and professional opportunities to
Hispanic American students.

THe Moor Count Boano, a student organization, administers a continuing
program to create interest in and aid in the instruction oforal and written advocacy.

Tsp N¡rroNnl Moor Counr CovperrrroN is sponsored by the Association of
fall law schools of Texas and adjacent states

the Bar of the City of New York. Each

participate in a regional competition preliminary to the final rounds of the National
Competition held in New York. The team representing the School of Law is
supported by an annual gift from the Dallas law firm of Hughes & Luce.
NerroNnl Mocr Tþrer- CotrpnrrrroN. Southern Methodist University participates in the National Mock Tiial Competition, an inter-law school trial competition
for accredited law schools sponsored by the Young Lawyers Association of the State
Bar of Tþxas and the American Bar Association. It is a national competition in which
over 100 law schools participate. The American College of Tiial Lawyers provides
awards for winning teams in the regional and final competitions. SMU's participation in the competition is made possible by a gift from Strasburger & Price.
The Association of Tiial Lawyers of America also sponsors a national mock trial
competition. Southern Methodist University participates in that competition, at
which approximately sixty other schools throughout the country field mock trial
teams. SMU's participation is funded by a gift from Attorney Frank Branson ('69).

Tue Psr¡-rp C. Jessup lNrenNerroNrr- Moor Counr CovperrrroN is sponsored
by the Association of Student Intemational Law Societies, under the auspices of the
American Society of International Law. The regional competitions are in early
spring and the international final rounds are soon after in Washington, D.C. The
team representing the School ofLaw is supported by an annual gift from the Dallas
law firm of Shank, Irwin, Conant, Williamson & Grevelle.
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at the school-the
fraternities and two international sororities have been established
of Phi
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$III THE JURIS DOCTOR PROGRAM
$3OI ADMISSION
are admitted in the Fall Se$301.1 Dares on AovrrssroN.-Beginning students
mester only.

$30l.2AppllcATIoNFoRAot,¿IsstoN,-Applicationforadmissionshouldbe

f rUruary I of theyear in which the Jtudent intends to enroll. Application
from the
^ia"Ay
forms ánd information t g*ding required procedures may be obtained.".i",ur' of admissions. itre apptiôant must -file .transcripts from all -colleges

with the Law School Däia Assembly Service of the Educational Testing
Service,PO.Box2000,Newtown,Pennsylvanial3940'showingcoursescomin which the applicant ii enrolled at the date of application' A
pË,"JäJ
attendeã

by
transcript reflecting ràôeipt of the undergraduate degree is required
hnal offlcial"ourr",
by
supported
be
also
must
application
The
registrãtion.
before
the Law School
.àll"g. questionnaires unil.tt".. of recommendation on forms supplied by the
School
--Àll of Law.
have a
students (undergraduate, graduate, new and transfer) are required to
at
enrollment
their
prior
to
center
Health
in
the
file
on
Hiltory
neport of Mediòal
immuniStriU. In order to comply iith state law, all students must providê proof of
zation against diphtheria, tetanus, and poliomyelitis'
who is a resident of the
$301.ã Aov'ssroN-App'rcrrloN FBB.-Each applicant
This fee is not refundof
fee
a
$35.
application
with
the
submit
United States must
able and will not be credited against tuition in the event of enrollment.
to the firsr
$301.4 L¡w Scuoo' Aor,r¡siroN Tesr.-Applicants for admission
y"u. .turr .urt take the Law School Admission Test administered by the Educaíioruii.rting Service, po. Bo* 2000, Newtown, pennsylvania lgg40. Application
the-Educablanks with ãomplete details about the test may be obtained by writing_ to
later
than the
not
test
the
to
urged
are
Applicants
Service.
iønur r..ting
-take
they seek
October or december testing date preceding the fall semester in which
admission.

$301.5Pne-Lpc¡lSruoles.-Althoughexceptionsmaybemade.inspecial

degree
cirðumstances, an entering student is required to have received a bachelor's
from an u""..áit"d collegã or universityprior to enrollment in the School of Law'
does
The School of Law doei not prescribe ffixed course of pre-legal study but
examine the record of each ãpplicant to determine whether the undergraduate
should
courses taken reflect adequate prèparation for the study of law. The student
purru. u well-rounded.ourr. ôf siudy, with partic.ular attention devoted to the de'u"toprn.nt of analytical skills and faðility and style in the use of the English language.

-

Doctor program ts
SãOf .O AovrssroN sy SsLecrro*.-The purpose of the Juris
private
to train students for competent and ethical practice oflaw on behalfofboth
and other
governmental,
in
business,
of
law
use
intelligent
foi
and
puUtic
unJ
"llents
three-year course of study requires reading and analysis of .difficult
pu,*it,. The
training in effective advocacy of positions in both oral and written
.uteriats,
Ltut
fJrm, and the acquisition of other legal skills, such as the drafting of instruments,
who
the cóunseling ofälients, and the negótiation of disputes. Only those applicants
have the capãcity to acquire these skills will be admitted. In deciding whether an
afplicant trai this capaciiy, the Admissions Committee relies heavily on Law School
Admission Test scoies and undergraduate grades. In recent years, the Law School
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Admission Test has been refrned as a tool for measuring the ability of applicants to
read and analyze legal materials. undergraduate grades continue to be significant,
but it is recognized that grades vary greatly among schools and departmenti. Hence,
the Admissions committee takes pains to weigh the types of courses taken and the
schools attended. Letters of recommendation from persons aware of the applicant's
abilities, the amount of time the applicant has been required to work during his or

her undergraduate career, and extracurricular activities and other maturing ex-

periences are also considered.
Each year the number of applicants with the requisite capacity far exceeds the
number of places in the entering class. In choosing among these applicants the
Admissions committee looks for those whose performance at the School of Law
will be outstanding, those who because oftheir backgrounds will bring to the School
of Law different and unusual perspectives, and those whose homes are in areas of
the country underrepresented in the student body. Applications from members of
minority groups are encouraged.
$301.7 AovrssroN Deposrr.-Accepted applicants are required to deposit $200
(in two equal installments) with the school of Law by the date quoted in the letter of
acceptance. This date is not earlier than April l. The fee is credited toward tuition
charged upon enrollment. It will be forfeited if the student fails to enroll.
$301.8 DscLeRATroN on INrsNr¡o¡ ro Sruny L¡,w.-The rules governing admission to the bar in eight states require that a law student flle, with an official of the
state in which he intends to practice, a Declaration of Intention to study Law. It is
the responsibility of each student to determine the rules of the state in which he plans
to practice and to comply with those rules.
Every person intending to apply for admission to the state Bar of rexas must file
with the secretary of the Board of Law Examiners, not more than 60 days before nor
more than 120 days after beginning the study of law, a Declaration of Intention to
study Law. such declaration must be made on forms prescribed by the Board and
must show such facts as to the history, experience, and educational qualifications of
the declarant as the Board may require. Instructions and copies of the rules and
prescribed forms can be obtained from the Secretary, Board of Law Examiners,
Supreme Court of Texas, Capitol Station, Austin, Texas 7871l. The filing of this
declaration is a prerequisite for eligibility to apply to take the Texas 1ar examinations. Applications to take the examinations must be made separately. In Texas this application must be made 180 days prior to the examination.
$302 ADMISSION FOR PART:TIME STUDY
A limited number of well qualified applicants who are unable to attend law school
on a full-time basis will be admitted to the Juris Doctor program each year on a
part{ime basis. students admitted on a part-time basis will be required to take, at a
minimum, the courses in contracts I and II, civil procedure I and II, and Research
Methods and Legal writing I and II during their first year; and the remainder of the

required first year courses during their second year. The student must meet all other
requirements of the Juris Doctor Program. The admissions procedure for part-time
study is the same as for the full-time Juris Doctor program except that the applicants
for the part-time program must include in their application a written statement explaining why they are unable to attend law school full-time. Due to limited enrollment, admission into the part-time program may be more selective than the full¡ime
program.
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STANDING
$303 ADMISSION WITH ADVANCED
(Transfers from Other Law Schools)
who has successfully completed the first
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$304 AUDITORS

Auditorsotherthanfull.timestudentsarenotpermitted'Afull-timestudentmay

audit a course with the consent of the instructor'
$305 REGISTRATION
for registration ul" *9.1n in $201
$305.1 RecrsrRArIoN Pentoos'-The times
Students who fail to register
unä ,*y U" changed Uy u*oun""rnent of the dean'
permission of the dean to
must.secure
¿"¡"g ín" annouãced iegistration-period
to all
;di;,-.t ù". a rate rejistiation fËe will be charged' without exception'
students who register late.
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g
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Ifthestudentwithdrawsfromacoursebeforenoononthelastdayofclasses'the
studentwillordinarilyreceivenograde(WP)forthecourse'Ifastudentwithdraws
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from a course after noon on the last day of classes, the student will ordinarily receive
a failing grade (WF) for the course.
$306 CLASSROOM WORK AND ATTENDANCE
$306.1 Cussnoov Wonx eNo Assrc¡,¡vexrs.-students are expected to
prepare all assignments and to participate in classroom discussions. The instructor
may exclude a student from a course for poor classroom performance, for failure to
meet attendance requirements, for improper conduct in the classroom, or for failure
to prepare assignments. In such cases the student will receive a failing grade (WF) in
the course.

$306.2 ArrnNnnxce.-Regular and punctual class attendance is necessary to
satisfy residence and class hours requirements.

$306.3 RBscHEDULtNc op ExavrN,qr¡6¡5.-d professor may reschedule a
student's exam if that student has two exams within a 24 hour period. The second
exam must commence before 24 hours have elapsed since the commencement of the
first exam to qualify for possible rescheduling. The determination of whether an
exam shall be rescheduled is exclusively within the discretion of the faculty
member, however, in no other circumstances except impossibility shall an exam be
rescheduled. All rescheduled exams must be given subsequent to and not prior to the
regularly scheduled exam. A failing grade (WF) in the course will result if a student
fails to take a regularly scheduled exam or fails to gain permission to reschedule an
exam as described above.
$306.4 Use

or

Wono PnocessrNc Equreverr oN ExevlNnrroNs Pnoof word processirtg equipment during examinations is prohibited. Word processing equipment includes typewriters with any storage or an)
editable memory features or which are equipped with any dictionaries or any
¡¡¡s¡a6p.-fhs

use

spelling correction capabilities.
$307 GRADES AND CREDITS
$307.1 MrNruuv PnsslNc Gn¡,¡e.-The minimum passing grade is 60 in a
graded course and "Credit" in an ungraded course. No credit will be given for
courses with lower grades. (An average of 70 in graded courses is necessary for
graduation: see $310.2)
$307.2 MerHoo .op Corr¿purrNc Avennces.-The grade in a course will be
weighted by the semester-hours in the course. The computation will include marks
from all courses in which the student has taken the flnal examination or received a
final grade, regardless of whether credit in a particular course is necessary to meet
the requirements for graduation. When a course is repeated, both grades will be used
in the computation. A IVF will be counted as a 40. Ordinarily, only courses in this
law school will be used in the computation.
$307.3 Mrxrvurø UNcnnoeo Houns.-students (other than transfer students)
may not count toward graduation more than l5 hours of ungraded credit.
$308 RESIDENCE

Six residence credits are required for graduation. One residence credit will be
given for each Fall or Spring Semester in which the student registers for at least l0
semester-hours and passes at least nine. Fractional credit will be given (a) for passing fewer hours than nine during a regular semester and (b) for Summer Sessions.
However, no more than one-half of a residence credit may be awarded for a Summer
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Session. No residence credit is given for a repeated course
the course was PreviouslY taken.

ifcredit was given when

$309 WITHDRAWAL, REENTRY, AND READMISSION

$309.lWrrr¡oneweL.-AstudentmayvoluntarilywithdrawfromtheSchoolof
session. In this
Law before noon on the last day of classei in a semeiter or summer
went,nocre¿itwillbegivenforworkinanyclass,andanotationofwithdrawal(l{)

will be entered on the student's record'

Sruor'rurs'$309.2 ReeNrRY AND Re¡ovtlssloN on Fontøsn
standing after completing at
good
in
while
withdraw
who
students
iÃj nuo*r*".
their studies without
continue
to
reenter
l"uit ãn" semester in this law school may
within 24 calendar
occurs
reentry
if
credeniials
entrance
of
their
re_examination
only the first
completed
have
who
;";;h; after the date of withdrawal' Students
only'
semester
spring
the
in
reenter
may
school
law
*".".tat of
time spent after
The24calendar month ãeadline for reentiy iJextended by any
lawyer in
in active U.S. military service or âs a licensed and practicing

\
ü

t

withdrawal

any
- 'iststate in the U'S.

for
R."o*,ssroN. Students who withdraw and do not meet the requirements
Admissions
the
1o
apply
may
auàÁatic reentry under the subsection $309.2(A)
meet the
Co.rnitt." for róadmission. If readmission is granted, these students must
readmission'
of
date
graduation requirements in effect at the
{i3IO ACADEMIC PROBATION AND DISMISSAL
..semester" does not include the Summer session. For the method
of computing grade averages, see $307'2'
.rHe Ftnsr SeÌupsren'
$3 l0.l Drsr.¡rssel Arren

In this section

Astudentwhoseoverallgradeaverageattheendofthefirstsemesteroflaw

school is less than 60 is automatically dismissed'
$310.2 Drsrr¡rssnl Ar''ren Two on Mone SeNansrens'
semesters is less
Á student whose overall grade average at the end of two or more
than 68 is automatically dismissed.
$310.3 PrtoeartoN Ar"ren rse Flnst Two Sevesrens'
of law
A student whose overâll grade average at the end of the first two semesters
probation'
on
be
shall
70
less
than
school is 68 or more but

Astudentwhoisplacedonprobationpursuanttothissectionisautomatically
grade average is 70 or
dismissed unless at tñe end of the third semester the overall
-*ir.",
or more.
unlrrs the student obtuins a grade averagefor that semester of 72
$310.4 Pnos¡,rtoN A¡ren Tsnep on Mone SeMesrens'

o,

AstudentwhoseoverallgradeaveragedropsbelowT0butisabove63afterthree

or more semesters shall be on probation'

A student who begins u ,"."it", on probation under this section is automaticaLLy
dismissed unless hillher average for îhat semester is at least 70'
$310.5 ReeNrRY AND Re¡ovtsstoN'
Ã student who is dismissed for poor scholarship may petition the Admissions
granted upon
Committee f'or reentry or readmisiion' Such permission may be
may
its
discretion
in
committee
Admissions
the
whatever terms and conditions
determine.
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FOR DEGREE

$311.1 RssroeNce.-The residence requirement in $308 above must be met.
Except for students admitted with advanced standing ($303'5) 80 semester-hours
credit must be earned at this school. For requirements concerning attendance at
other law schools, see $601.4.
$311.2 Houns eNo Gneoes.-Candidates must earn 90 semester-hours credit
(i.e., grades of 60 or higher in graded courses or "Credit" in non-graded courses)
with an overall average of 70 or more in graded courses' For maximum number of
ungraded hours which may be counted, see $307.3(F).
I

$311.3 Counses.

(A) The following required courses must be successfully completed: Constitutional Law I, Constitutional Law II or Constitutional Criminal Procedure, Contracts

II, Criminal Law, Professional Responsibility, Evidence, Civil Procedure I
Property I and II, Legal Research, Analysis and Writing, Written and Oral
Advocacy and Torts I and II.

I

and

and

II,

(B) If a student fails to receive a minimum passing grade in a required course, the
student must repeat the course the next time it is offered. Each semester of a twosemester course is to be treated as a separate course. Note: A failure to pass Constitutional Law II may be remedied by passing Constitutional Criminal Procedure and

vice versa.

(C) A candidate must receive two writing units by completing papers in two
courses (of at least two hours) in which at least 75 percent of the frnal grade is based
on written work other than an examination. One unit for this requirement may be
met by two or three hours of directed research. A student may receive credit for a

maximum of one unit for one or more publishable comments written for a law
joumal. The paper requirement is not met by Legal Research, Analysis and Writing
or Written and Oral Advocacy.
$311.4 Trvs LIr'¡n.-All requirements must be met in the School of Law, or
another approved law school, within 60 months or five years from commencing law

ü

school. In computing the period, there shall be excluded any time during which the
candidate was in active U.S. military service or was a licensed and practicing lawyer
in any state of the United States.
$31 1.5 Erpscts oR CH¡Nces IN RsQu¡neveNrs.-Except as stated in $309.2(8)
above, a student must meet the residence hours and grade requirements ($31 l. l-3
above) in effect at the time that the student enters. The student will not be affected by
later changes in these requirements. Other requirements may be changed from time
to time with such applicability as the faculty determines.
$3 I I .6 WeNsns.-Waivers of requirements may, for good cause, be granted by
the faculty or, in some instances, the Curriculum Committee' Requests should be
made in writing, with all relevant information and reasons, to the chairman of the

Curriculum Committee.
$312 HONORS

THs Onoen oF THE Corp is a national law-school scholastic honor society. Not
more than l0 percent of all graduates during the academic year may be elected to
membership by vote of the faculty.
Candidates for the J.D. degree having superior grades may by vote of the faculty
be awarded the degree cum laude , møgna cum laude, or summa cum laude. No one
shall be eligible for honors who shall have taken elsewhere more than one-third of
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$IV COMBINED J.D./M.B.A. PROGRAM
$4OI NATURE OF THE PROGRAM
The combined J.D./M.B.A. program is offered jointly by the School of Law and
the Graduate Division of the Edwin L. Cox School of Business. The program is
designed for law practice with a strong business background and for business
careers with a strong legal background. Through the program the combined degree
may be obtained in four academic years. Separately they would require four and a
half academic years.
This program has been established so that an individual may integrate his or her
educational experience in law and business. Since management personnel and corporate attomeys have their individual considerations and goals, by taking law and
business courses simultaneously the student may achieve an understanding of commercial affairs from two different points of view.
$402 STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAM

GeNen¡1.-For

the two degrees, the program requires that the student satisfacto-

rily complete the following

semester-hours

Law
42
44

courses
Electives
Required

cnoss-cn

of course work:

Business
27
9

eorr.-u"0"ff3:ì,u.,u." or,¡" Ilal program,ï! r.noot

Total
69
53

* l?* *r,

award four hours of academic credit toward the J.D. degree (90 hours) for satisfactory completion of the academic requirements of the M.B.A. program. Similarly,
the Edwin L. Cox School of Business will award l2 hours of academic credit toward
the M.B.A. degree (48 houis) for satisfactory completion of the academic

requirements of the J.D. program.

Srvpre Cunnrcuruv.-A

sample curriculum

of study under the J.D./M.B.A.

Degree Program would be as follows:

Sevesren

I (Feu-)

Required Law

courses

Hours
16

Sevesren 2

(Spnnc)
courses

Required Law

Required Business courses

3+

l2
15

15

l5

16

Sevesren 3 (Fnr-r)
Required Law course

Hours

SpvBsrpn 4 (SnnrNo)
Required Law course
Required Business courses

Elective Law course

3+

ll

2

l6
*The student must enroll in the required courses in the semesters indicated unless approval to
the contrary is given by the academic dean of the school in which the course is to be taken.
Waivers of this requirement may be granted upon showing good cause, but exceptions will
rarely be granted during the first four semesters of the program. However, either Business
Associations I (3 hours) or Business Associations II (3 hours) may be taken instead of Constitutional Law I (3 hours) or Constitutional Law II (3 hours) in Semesters 3 and 4 (postponing these
required courses until Semesters 5 and ó) with approval of the academic dean of the School of
Law.
TBA 6431 is offered in the summer trimester.
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Slupsren 6 (SptrNc)

Sevesren 5 (Fn¡r)
Required Law course
Elective Law courses
Elective Business course

3

9
3

Required Law course
Elective Law courses
Elective Business course

(Surrarvren)

Required Business course

4T

3

l5

15

Snvesren 7

3

9

Sevesrpn 8 (Fnu)
Elective Law courses
Elective Business course

t2
3

l5
SeN4rsren 9 (SenrNc)
Elective Law courses
$403

ll

TUITION AND FEES

When a disparity occurs between the tuition rate of the Edwin L. Cox School of
Business and ihat of the School of Law, the tuition rate of the School of Law shall
apply to courses taken from its curriculum and the tuition rate of the Edwin L. Cox
School of Business shall apply to courses taken from its curriculum'
$404 OTHER REQUIREMENTS
Except as modified by $402 above, a student in the program must meet all the
requirements of both schools for admission, performance, graduation, etc. In particular, $$301-302,304-3ll above are the applicable law requirements.
Admission applications should be addressed to both schools, with the statement
that they are for the combined J.D./M.B.A. program. Students are not admitted to
the program until they have been admitted by both schools.
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$V GRADUATE LEGAL STUDIES
$5OI OBJECTIVES OF GRADUATE LEGAL STUDIES
The various graduate programs of the School of Law, which were inaugurated in
1950, offer an opportunity for more productive careers in the private practice of law,
in teaching, or in public service. These programs are designed to provide each
student with training on the graduate level to meet his or her career objectives, while
increasing the student's understanding oflegal theory and policies, broadening the
student's legal horizons, and encouraging the development of legal research and

writing skills.
The graduate degree programs are open to lawyers who are graduates of approved
law schools and who have evidenced an ability to succeed in graduate legal studies.
Classes are scheduled primarily during the day; however, selected evening courses
(particularly in the tax and business law related areas) are also offered in early
mornings and in the evenings, since it is also an objective of certain graduate
programs to foster graduate study for the practicing lawyer.

$502 DEGREES OFFERED
Although the School of Law offers a general Master of Laws degree (LL.M.), the
primary emphases of the School's graduate programs are on its LL.M. (Taxation)
degree for U.S.-trained law graduates and on its LL.M. (Comparative and International Law) degree for non-U.S. trained law graduates.
$502. I M¡sren on L¡,ws (LL.M.).-The general Master of Laws (LL.M.)
program offers law graduates, who are trained in the United States legal system and
with proven scholastic abilities, an opportunity to broaden their background in
United States law generally or in certain specialized areas of the law by enrolling in
advanced courses and seminars and by engaging in specialized research. Although
no specifically designated LL.M. degrees are awarded under this program, most
students seeking this degree will concentrate in an area such as international and
comparative law, corporate and commercial law, labor law, practice and procedure
or property and natural resources law. A minimum of 24 credit hours of courses,
with a grade average of "B -," and including at least two credit hours of a theory
course, are required for graduation. Graduate students are permitted to take up to
three credit hours ofdirected graduate research and up to a six credit-hour thesis.
Each year only a limited number of highly qualified graduates of United States law
schools are admitted to this program. In exceptional circumstances, a law graduate
from a non-U.S. law school may be considered for admission into this program.

$502.2 M¡.sren or L¡ws tN TnxnrIoN ILL.M. (ThxerroN)1.-The School of
Law has a long tradition of strength in the area of federal taxation. From the outset,
the Graduate Taxation Program has focused not only on technical mastery of the tax
laws but also on broader issues oftax and fiscal policy; and in this respect the School
of Law played a leadership role in the early period of involvement of the organized
bar in the tax reform process. Students in the Graduate Thxation Program receive a
broad exposure to many of the subjects of federal taxation. In-depth, practiceoriented expertise is provided in several advanced courses, but most ofthe courses

in the curriculum

provide survey-level instruction

in

subjects typically not

addressed in J.D.-level tax courses.

The tax program uses both full-time and adjunct faculty members. Advanced tax
typically are scheduled to make the courses available to students that other-

classes
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wise have full-time employment. Accordingly, courses are available in the early
morning, the late afternoon, and during the evening.
The requirements for this degree are the same as under the general LL. M. degree
except that a student must take I 8 of the 24 graduate hours of courses in the taxation

area, including the course in "Taxation and Fiscal Policy."

$502.3 M¡sren op Lnws (Covennerrve nNo lNrenNerronnr- Lnw).-This
program is designed to offer non-U.S. trained law graduates an opportunity to acquire knowledge of the United States legal system as well as to advance their knowledge in international and comparative law. A minumum of 24 credit hours, with a
grade average of at least "C - ," and including at least two credit hours of a theory
course, are required for graduation.
This program for international students finds its roots in the efforts of the School
of Law in the early 1950's to make the School a leading international legal center.
Since that time, over 700 intemational graduates from approximately 65 countries
have benefited from this graduate program of study, and many graduates have become leading civil servants, academics, and practicing lawyers in their home
countries.
Efforts are made to introduce the international students in this degree program to
basic legal processes and institutions of the United States legal system, with emphasis on the constitutional and business law frameworks. This comparative study of
the American legal system is intended ¿ol to'Americanize" a student, but to provide
these international students with new ways for analyzing their own legal systems
and for developing new legal approaches and solutions in their own countries, and
with a comparative background to facilitate any future dealings they or their clients
may have with American interests. In addition, a rich selection of courses in international and comparative law are provided for these students.
Except with special permission of the Graduate Committee, all students in this
program must begin their course of study in the Fall Semester. All international
students must participate in a mandatory one-week orientation program held at the
Law School in mid-August of each year before the start of classes for the Fall
Semester.

$502.4 DocroR oF rHE Scrr¡Nce op Lnw (S.J.D.).-This highly limited access
doctoral research program provides outstanding graduates of one of the School of
Law's Master of Laws programs, who have demonstrated legal writing abilities, an
opportunity for advanced study and extended research in specialized areas of the
law, leading to the final preparation of an extensive dissertation of publishable quality. These highly qualified graduates are normally interested in entering the academic field or a high-level governmental position. Not only must an applicant meet very
rigid entrance standards, but such applicant must also obtain the sponsorship of a
faculty member interested in supervising the proposed area of research, must secure
a three person faculty review committee, must complete one year of residency at the
School of Law, and must satisfy an additional probationary year.
$502.5 Junrs Doclon (J.D.).-The J.D. is the basic law degree for U.S. law
students; as such, this degree is normally not considered an appropriate graduate
degree for the non-U.S. law trained students. However, in a limited number of
instances, international students who have graduated with distinction in a Master of
Laws program of the School of Law and who can demonstrate legitimate graduate
study objectives may be considered for admission to the J.D. program without being
required to take the Law School Admission Tþst.
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$502.6 NoN-Decnee Pnocnevs-Each year the School of Law may admit
limited number of qualified non-law graduates from developing countries into

a
a

non-degree program leading to a Diploma in International Legal Studies.
A diploma candidate, who has obtained at least a "C-" average in his or her first
12 hours of law courses, may request transfer to the Master of Comparative Law
(M.C.L.) program; wherein the student will need to complete an additional 12 hours
of approved courses, with at least a "C-" average. Any such transfer is, howeve¡
solely within the discretion of the Committee on Graduate Legal Studies. In addition, under special circumstances, a very limited number of law graduates may be
permitted to take one or more courses without formally entering a degree program.
The Law School also has a program for distinguished international visiting scholars.
$503 DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
$503.1 M.csren on Lews (LL.M.).-To receive the general Master of Laws degree the student must meet all of the following requirements:
l. Residence in the School of Law for not less than two semesters if a full-time
student and not less than four semesters if a part-time student.
2. Completion of 24 semester-hours in courses, seminars, or research and writing. No credit will be given for courses or seminars with a grade below a "D." The
student must have an average of "B-" on all courses taken. The requisite gradepoint
average of "B-" must be obtained in the first 24 credit hours, subject to such meritorious exceptions as the Committee on Graduate lægal Studies sees fit to make.
3. Completion of at least two semester-hours (within this 24-hour requirement)
in a "theory" oriented course.
4. With prior approval, the student may take not more than four hours of the
required work in graduate programs of Dedman College (i.e. the Liberal Arts
College), in Perkins School of Theology, or in the Edwin L. Cox School of Business. In particular, a student may benefit from courses in economics and theology in
which there is considerable theoretical content. Law School credit will be given on
completion of all work to the instructor's satisfaction, but the grades will not be
included in computing a student's Law School average.
5. For those students wishing to prepare a master's thesis, the thesis must be
written under the direction ofa professor at the School oflaw and must be approved
by both the professor and the Committee on Graduate Legal Studies. After the thesis
is approved by the professor under whose direction it is written, the thesis must
reach the Committee in quadruplicate at least 60 days before the date on which the
candidate seeks to receive the degree. The thesis must comply with the instructions
published by the Committee; instructions are available from the Committee. The
thesis is not graded but is either approved or disapproved.
6. Directed research for a I to 3-hour graded paper may be permitted if a faculty
sponsor and prior approval of the committee on Graduate lægal Studies are
obtained. Final approval must also be received from the Committee, which will
assess each directed research paper according to graduate study standards.
7. All requirements must be completed within 36 months from the date of initial
registration as a graduate student, unless the candidate is continuously enrolled as a
part{ime student, in which case all requirements must be completed within 60
months.
$503.2 Mesren op L¡ws (TexnrroN).-The requirements for this degree are the
same as for the general LL.M. degree except each candidate must complete at least
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18 credit hours in the taxation area. In satisfaction of the theory requirement for
graduate students, a candidate must take the "Taxation and Fiscal Policy" course.

$503.3 Mnsren oF Lnws (Covnanarrvn exn INrenNerroNAL Law).-The
requirements for this degree, which is open only to non-U.S. trained law graduates,
include the completion of 24 hours of credit from the courses or seminars selected in
consultation with the Committee on Graduate Legal Studies. International students
are required to take "Perspectives of American Law" and will normally take
"Contracts" or "Torts." In addition, many students take the "Perspectives of American Business Laws," "International Tiade and Investment-Developing Nations,"
"Legal Problems of International Business," and a "Constitutional Law" course;
although, efforts will be made to tailor the degree program to the specific graduate
objectives of each international student. The degree is awarded to those students
who complete the course work with an average grade of "C-". No credit will be
given for courses or seminars with a grade below "D."
$503.4 DocroR oF rHE ScreNce on Lew (S.J.D.).-Persons who have completed the requirements for a Master of Laws degree at the School of Law with distinction (or graduates who have subsequently distinguished themselves in the legal
profession), have demonstrated legal writing ability of high merit, have obtained a
faculty sponsor to supervise the research, and have secured a three person faculty
review committee, may be admitted to candidacy for the S.J.D. degree. Because of
these prior conditions, access to this program is very limited.
In terms of the work requirements for completion of this doctoral degree, all
candidates must satisfy all of the following:
l. Complete one probationary year of residence at the School of Law, which
would (except for any prescribed courses) be primarily a year of research, during
which the candidate shall pay a prescribed tuition equivalent to 24 credit hours;
2. Satisfactorily complete any prescribed courses during the year of residency;
3 . Complete a second probationary year (which need not be in residence), by the
end of which the candidate shall have demonstrated to the review committee and the
Committee on Graduate Legal Studies sufficient research abilities and progress on
his or her dissertation so as to indicate a substantial likelihood of completion of
degree requirements within the prescribed time period. If the student demonstrates
these abilities to the satisfaction of such Committees, the student would then be
formally permitted to submit, within three additional years, a suitable dissertation.
If the student has not demonstrated such abilities and progress, he or she would not
be permitted to continue in the program beyond the second probationary period.
4. If the second probationary year is completed satisfactorily, a suitable dissertation of "publishable" quality must be submitted to and approved by the review
committee and the Committee on Graduate Legal Studies within three years of
satisfactory completion of the second probationary year (which time period may be
extended only in meritorious situations at the discretion of the Committee on
Graduate Legal Studies). A dissertation must represent substantial advanced legal
research and legal analysis of one legal topic or a series of related issues.
$503.5 Junrs Docron (J.D.).-Reference for degree requirements is made to $III
of the Catalog. In certain instances, international students, who distinguish themselves in the School of Law's LL.M. (Comparative and International Law) Program
and who demonstrate legitimate graduate objectives, may be considered for direct
admission into the J.D. program. Inquiries should be made to the Chairperson of the
Committee on Graduate Legal Studies. Tiansfer under such conditions to the J.D.

t
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program is solely within the discretion of the Committee on Graduate Legal Studies
and the Admissions Committee.
$504 ADMISSION
$504.1 SruprNrs Wso Ane C¡Noro¡rEs FoR DEcnrEs-Applicants for admission to candidacy for the general LL.M. and LL.M. (Taxation) degrees must have
completed an undergraduate law degree, normally from an approved United States
law school. The applicant must have an undergraduate law-school record displaying
scholarly aptitude and an ability to engage in graduate legal studies.
The non-U.S. law trained applicant for the LL.M. (Comparative and International Law) degree must be a graduate of a foreign law school of standing comparable to
those approved by the Section of Legal Education of the American Bar Association.
The applicant's undergraduate law record must demonstrate scholarly legal aptitude. In addition, international students must present evidence of superior English
language proficiency (non-English speaking students will generally be required to
present a TOEFL score of 575 or more). United States law trained students may not
be candidates

for this degree.

Admission to the S.J.D. program is on a very limited basis, being open only to
graduates of our Law School's Master of Laws program who have distinguished
themselves in such a program (or subsequently in the legal profession) and have
demonstrated superior legal writing abilities. Such applicants ordinarily should be
in, or desirous of entering, the legal education profession or of pursuing a highlevel
government career. In addition, the persons should meet the following conditions
prior to formal admission into the S.J.D. program:
L Submission of a detailed preliminary research proposal satisfactory to the
Committee on Graduate Legal Studies, which proposal (along with the applicant's
file) will be submitted to faculty members having a potential interest in sponsoring
such individual.
2. Obtaining the commitment of an SMU law faculty member to sponsor the
research.

3. Appointment of a three

person review committee composed of the faculty

sponsor and two members of the faculty (at least one of whom is a member of the
Committee on Graduate Legal Studies). In exceptional circumstances, one member

of the review committee may be a distinguished non-faculty expert.
$504.2 SruoeNrs WHo Ane Nor Clruororres Fon DBcnees.-A limited number of law graduates who do not seek advanced degrees, but who qualify for graduate law studies, may be admitted to advanced courses or seminars. Auditors are,
however, not permitted, as all student must participate in the work of the course,

prepare assignments, and take examinations.
The School of Law has a limited non-degree Diploma program in Intemational
Legal Studies for qualified applicants from developing countries and has a select
"Scholar-in-Residence" program for law teachers or lawyers desiring a period of
individual research at the School of Law.
$504.3 AppucATroN FoR fi¡¡4¡ss¡6¡.-fipplication for admission by United
States applicants should be made to Director of Admissions, School of Law,
Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Tþxas 75275. Application forms will be
mailed upon request. An applicant must include with the application a letter stating
the purpose or purposes for which the student wishes to do graduate work. Applications should be completed by April 1 of the year of intended enrollment.
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Applications from persons outside the United States may be made directly to
Secretary of Admissions, School of Law, Southern Methodist University, Dallas,
Texas'15275. Applications shall include the age of applicant; a short curriculum
vitae; evidence of proficiency in English (normally a TOEFL score of 575 or more),
a certified transcript of grades received in law school, in English; letters of recommendation from the dean of the law school and from a law professor; and a recent
head-and-shoulders photograph of the applicant. Application for admission by international students may also be made to the Institute of International Education
through the Committee for Study and Tiaining in the United States in the candidate's
country, if the Institute has a connection with the country, in September or October
of the year preceding that of intended enrollment. The address of the Committee can
be obtained from the Cultural Affairs Officer at the United States Embassy or from
the nearest U.S. Consular Office.
More specific admission and related information is contained in specially
prepared Graduate Program brochures that are available upon request.
$505 SCHOLARSHIPS
Scholarships providing tuition Remission are available each year to a very limited
number of highly qualified students. Attention of international applicants is directed
to the fact that the School of Law has no funds to grant for travel expenses, either to
or from the United States or within the United States, nor does it have any administrative influence through which govemmental or private agencies can be persuaded

to assist in travel.
One scholarship for full tuition, room, and board is available to one outstanding
United States or international applicant who desires to concentrate in international
law.

$506 TUITION AND FEES

For tuition and fees, see $203 and the Catalog Supplement, Financial Informa-

tion-SMU-1987-88.
$507 SPECIALIZED COURSES OF INTEREST
TO GRADUATE STUDENTS
The two primary areas of traditional interest to graduate students at the School of
Law are comparative and international law and taxation. Other areas of specialization include corporate and commercial law, labor law, practice and procedure, and
property and natural resources law. It should be noted that some ofthe courses and
seminars set out below and elsewhere in this Catalog are not offered each semester
or even each year. In addition, some courses have limited enrollments or prerequisites that a student cannot satisfy. A special schedule of courses is published
before the beginning of each semester. The student should consult these schedules
for actual offerings of each semester.
The following depicts the richness of the courses available in the taxation and
comparative and international law areas (the two primary areas of emphasis in the
graduate legal studies program and the credit hours for each course):

TAXAIION

Taxation......2
CorporatePlanning .......3
Corporate Reorganizations ........2
CorporateTaxation .......3
Advanced Corporate

Criminal Tax Fraud
.......2
EstatePlanning .................3
Estate Planning Problems

.........3

Graduate Legal Studies

Federal Income Tax Problems
of Exempt Organizations. .
Federal Oil and Gas Taxation
Federal Taxpayers

Clinics

2
2
4

.

Income Taxation of
Tìusts and Estates .......
Partnership Taxation
Professional and Closely
Held Corporations .......
Real Estate Tax Planning . . .
State and Local Taxation. . . .
Tax Accounting ...........

2
2

2
3

2
2
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Tax Practice and Professional
Responsibility
Tax Procedure and Litigation .
Taxation and Fiscal Policy ...
Taxation of Deferred
Compensation
Taxation of Property
Dispositions
Ti"usts and Tiust Administration
U.S. Taxation of
International Tiansactions . .
Wills and Estate

2
2
2
3

2
3

2

Administration

3

COMPARATIVE AND INTERNATIONAL LAW
Admiralty

3

Comparative l-ubo. l-u* . ..
Comparative Law I and IL.

..
..

.

2

.

5

Conflicts of Law
Immigration Law . ..
International Banking
and Finance
International Law. .
International Litigation and
Dispute Resolution-Private .
International Organizations Law
International Tiade and Investment-Developing Countries
.

J
2
2
-t

3
3
3

lnternational Transacl ionsEuropean Community ......
Legal History
Legal Problems of
Intemational Business ......
Perspectives of American
Business Laws* .
Perspectives
Perspectives

2
2
3
3

of American Law*

3

of U.S. Taxation

ol

Foreign lnvestments in
the United States* .
U.S. Taxation of
Intemational Tiansactions . .

2
.

2

*Open only to non-U.S. trained law graduates.
Other Areas ofSpecialization As noted above, the School ofLaw offers a rich curriculum for
graduate students in the general LL.M. program who wish to specialize in such areas as
corporate and commercial law, labor law, practice and procedure, and property und mturol
resources law.
U.S. law+rained graduates will pursue an area of concentration either under the LL.M. (Taxation) or the general LL.M. programs. An international student will normally pursue any such
area of concentration under the LL.M. (Comparative and Intemational Law) program.
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$VI THE CURRICULUM
$60I DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
The unit ofcredit is the semester-hour, which represents one class-hour a week for
a semester. The number of semester-hours of credit given for the satisfactory completion of each course is stated. Notations following the course descriptions have

these meanings: Paper normally required or other reference to a paper refers to
potential earnings of writing units within $311.3(C). This is a complete listing of
courses offered by the School of Law. Some courses are offered less than annually.

$60I.I J.D. PROGRAM
REQUIRED COURSES

CIvrl Pnocpnune I nNo II.
Six hours. Civil procedure, primarily on the trial level; development of the modcivil action including consideration ofthejurisdiction ofcourts, venue, process,
pleading, joinder, discovery, pre-trial practice, right to a jury trial, withdrawing
cases from a jury, motions after verdict, judgments and their effects, and appellate
review.
ern

CoNsrrruuoN¡r- CnrvrNnl Pnoceounr,.
Three hours (alternate to Constitutional Law II). Study of selected problems,
including arrest, search and seizure, electronic surveillance, right to counsel,
privilege against self-incrimination, lineups, jury trial, and multiple prosecution.
CoNsrrrurloNer- Lew L
Three hours. A study of the distribution of governmental powers under the Constitution of the United States. Emphasis is placed on the principle of judicial review;
the federal commerce power and its limitation upon state regulation; the fiscal and
proprietary powers of the federal government; the waç treaty and other powers of
the federal government; and inter-governmental relations. Substantive due process
is sometimes covered in this course rather than in Constitutional Law II.

Coxsrrrur¡oNal Lew II.
Three hours (alternate to Constitutional Criminal Procedure). A survey of individual rights, privileges and immunities under the Constitution of the United States,
particularly the meaning and application of substantive due process of law, the equal
protection of the laws., and freedom of expression and religion.

Cor.¡rnecrs I ¡,No II.
Six hours. History and development of the common law of contract; principles
controlling the formation, performance, and termination of contracts, including the

ofoffer and acceptance, consideration, conditions, material breach,
damages, contracts for the benefit of third persons, assignments, and statute of
frauds; statutory variances from the common law with particular attention to Uniform Commercial Code sections.
basic doctrines

CnrurN¡l Lew.
Three hours. Origins and source of the criminal law; general principles of crimi-

nal law, including actus reus, mens rea, and causation. The elements of some
specific crimes, such as homicide and/or theft offenses, may be covered; some conditions of exculpation, such as justification and insanity, may also be considered.

Evrn¡Nce.
Three hours. Principles governing the admission and exclusion of evidence in the
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litigation process, including functions of judge and jury, examination and competency of witnesses, demonstrative evidence, the hearsay rule and its exceptions,
burden of proof and presumptions, privileges, and judicial notice.
Lecel ReseancH, ANelvsrs, aNo WnrrrNc.
One hour. Introduction to legal analysis, legal writing and research methods.
Origin, authority, and interpretation of statutory, judicial and regulatory law. Analysis of facts and legal issues. Use of computer-assisted legal research systems. Research problems and writing aSsignments designed to teach students to locate, analyze and write about the law.
PnopessroNAl ResPoNsre¡Lrrv.

Three hours. An analysis

of principles and rules governing the conduct of

lawyers. Topics include the client-lawyer relationship, competence, confidentiality,
loyalty, the roles of lawyers as counselors and advocates, public service, advertising, admission to practice, and professional discipline.

Pnopenrv I.
Three hours. Selected topics in personal property, present possessory and future
in land; concurrent estates, and the law of landlord and tenant.
Pnopp.nrv II.
Three hours. Easements, private covenants; public land use regulation and real
estate conveyancing.
estates

Tonrs I eNo II.
Six hours. Civil liability arising from breach of common law and statutory duties
distinguished from duties created by contract, including, coverage of negligence,
products liability, fraud and defamation cases. The methods and processes of the
American legal system are discussed, with attention paid to legislation, as well as to
the common law.
Wn¡rreN nNo Onnl Aovocecy.
Three hours. A continuation of lægal Research, Analysis and Writing. Advanced
instruction in clear and persuasive writing and speaking, including writing exercises, drafting, and formal appellate advocacy. Instruction will be continued in
small writing sections and classes will be further divided into small groups for
instruction in appellate advocacy. The appellate advocacy instruction will culminate
in an annual first-year moot court competition.
Prerequisite: lægal Research, Analysis and Writing.
as

$601.2 FREQUENCY OF COURSE OFFERINGS

J.D. Program required courses (listed in S$601.1 and 603) are offered at least
once each academic year. Based on past course offerings, elective courses (listed in
$601.3) marked (x) have usually been offered every other year, and those marked
(**) have been offered every three to five years. Courses not marked have usually
been offered at least once each year.

$60I.3 ELECTIVE COURSES
The Faculty recommends that each student should enroll in courses in each of the
following areas: business organizations, administrative law, commercial law,
procedural and evidence law, taxation and legal history or the philosophy of law or
the study of legal systems.
Professors who may be likely to teach a course are indicated across from each
course title.
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*Accouxrrxc

6t

rue L¡w

,qNo

Two hours. An introduction to the theory and principles offinancial accounting.
Emphasis is placed on the accounting process and on a legal analysis of such matters
as determination of income, methods of allocating income and costs to different
accounting periods, transactions involving debt and equity financing, concepts of
corporate surplus. Reporting differences between financial and tax accounting will
be ðiscussed. Emphasis will usually also be put upon basic concepts of financial
disclosure and reporting. Limited to students with no more than eight credits of
college accounting work except with the instructor's permission.
Pierce
AovrNlsrnerlve L¡w.
Three hours. The focus is upon legislative authority and administrative agencies
with special emphasis on administrative process and judicial review'

**Aovrnelrv,
Three hours. Admiralty jurisdiction and procedure; federal-state relations; maritime liens; Harter Act and Carriage of Goods by Sea Act; salvage; general average;
collision; charter parties; personal injury and death; marine insurance; limitation of
liability.
AoveNceo Conponnrs TnxnrtoN.
Two hours. Taxation of related and affiliated corporations, allocation of income
and deduction under Section 482, and subchapter S corporations.
*AoveNceo PnogLeMs tN rus TnxetloN or Seles nNo ExcH¡Nces op Pnopenrv.
Two hours. Studies the sophisticated application of property taxation principles
largely in the context oftax shelters. Covers research and development enterprises,
intélléctual property, foreclosures and cancellation of indebtedness, assignments of
income interests, mineral property carve-outs and retained interests, real estate
shelters, and straddles, wash sales and options involving securities and commodity
instruments.

*Al-r¡:nN¡rrve Dlspure

RpsoLurloN,

Morris

Two or three hours. An examination and analysis of materials and skills used in
dispute resolution other than litigation. The theory and practice of negotiation, mediation, arbitration and mini-trials will be emphasized, with examples and problem
simulations drawn from various fields of law, including family law, labor law,
private international law, tort law, and commercial law. (Papers required.)

AuenrcnN LBcn¡

Hrsrony.

McKnight

Three hours. The development of legal institutions and the formulation of rules of
law in the United States from the seventeenth century to 1950 with only minor
reference to the federal constitutional law. Paper and examination normally re-

quired.

ANrtrnusr

Lnw.

Rogers

Three hours. A survey of the federal antitrust laws as they relate to mergers,
monopolization and price discriminations and restraints of trade, including price
fixing, refusals to deal, territorial and product divisions, tie-ins, exclusive dealing'
resale price maintenance and customer restrictions. The course will also cover
enforcement and the private treble damage remedy, including the concepts of
antitrust standing and antitrust injury.

**ANrrrnusr SevtNen.
Two hours. Consideration of selected antitrust law topics in greater depth than
possible in Antitrust Law. (Paper normally required')
Prerequisite : Antitrust Law.
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Appsr-r-AlE Cr-rNrc.
F'ive hours. A practice-based course of study using civil and criminal appeals
as the main curriculum content. classroom instruction and skills training âre integrated with actual client representation.
Prerequisite: third-year students preferred.

AvrnlroN Ltw
Two hours. An introductory course to aviation law covering economic and noneconomic regulation of domestic and international aviation; economic deregulation
of domestic aviation, the legal regime of the airspace, aircraft and users of the
airspace; the liability of and insurance for the airman, manufacturer, servicer, airline
and united states of America; aviation litigation fundamentals and focused issues;
and the law of space.
BusrNess Assoctarro¡ls 1.
Norton
Three hours. Agency: General principles ofthe law ofagency: partnerships (general and limited): fbrmation, control, liabilities, property, dissolution and disposition of business; internal and external relations of partners. corporations: formation, control, allocation concerns, duties, liabilities and rights of management and
shareholders; dispute resolution devices; and fundamentals of capitalization and
lìnancing (including basic securities financing, particularly the private exempt
offering). The emphasis is on the closely-held business. Throughout transactionorientation, planning and problem-solving are stressed, and interdisciplinary use of
basic taxation, accounting and finance notions is made. special attentiron is given to
the Texas. Model Business, and Delaware General corporation Acts as repiesentatives of modern statutory trends. Although designed to be taken in sequence with
Business Associations ll, this course may also prove suitable, by itself, for the
student not interested in a business law-related course of studies, but desirous of a
basic understanding of agency, partnership, corporate laws and securities laws concerning private offerings. students taking this couÍse cannot take Business Enterpnse.
Prerequisite for.' Business Associations II.
BusrNsss Assoclerroxs II.
Norton, Solomon
Three hours. Designed as a continuation of Business Associations I, with primary
emphasis on the widely owned business. General corporate govemance and ðapitalization (including preferred stock and debt securities structuring) problems arè .ontinued to be explored, along with corporate distributions and repurchases and fundamental corporate changes. Analysis of mergers and acquisitions is emphasized.
considerable emphasis is also placed on the impact of federal securities laws on the
corporate governance structure, including discussion of on-going public disclosure
requirements, proxy regulations and insidertrading restrictions and liabilities. As in
Business Associations I, transaction-orientation, planning and problem-solving are
stressed and interdisciplinary subject matter is utilized.
P rerequisite : Business Associations I.
Prerequisite for: corporate Planning, corporate Reorganization, professional
corporations and securities Regulation (note: Business Enterprise will also satisfy
this prerequisite.)
BusrNrss EN'rrnpnrss
Norton
Four hours. Designed for the student seriously interested in a business-related
course of studies and who desires an intensified one-semester study of the basic
subject mattercovered in Business Associations I and II courses. As in the Business

I

I
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Associations courses, transaction-orientation, planning and problem-solving are
stressed and interdisciplinary subject matter is utilized. Not recommended for
students with only a minimal interest in business law (see Business Associations I).
Course availability dependent on professor preference and curriculum scheduling
needs.

Prerequisite for: Corporate Planning, Corporate reorganization, Professional
corporations and securities Regulation. (Note: BA II will also satisfy this prerequisite.)
BustNess

Tonrs

MaYo, Rogers

Three hours. An examination into common law and statutory remedies for a
variety of trade practices denominated "unfair," including misappropriation, the
right of publicity and trade secret protection; trademarks; copyrights; deceptive
advertising; and issues of federal preemption. The course will also examine the role

of the Federal Trade Commission with respect to unfair and deceptive

practices,

with emphasis on its regulation of advertising.
Ctvrr CuNrc.

McConnell-Tobin
Five hours. A study ofhow to practice law emphasizing professional responsibility, the practical application of legal principles, interviewing techniques, counseling
and negotiation. Classroom instruction is integrated with representation of indigent
clients.

Prerequisite: Completion of 45 semester hours.

*Crvll RrcHrs

Lpcrsl,qrroN.

Cogan

Three hours. A survey of national and state legislation protecting the individual
against governmental and private interference with rights to education, employment, housing, personal security, vote, amongst others.

**CtvtL RrcHrs SevrNnRs.
Three hours. Seminars in selected problems in the protection of individual liberties from govemmental interference. Subject matter will vary at the discretion of the
professor. Examples of matters that could be considered are First Amendment
ireedoms, racial discrimination, sex discrimination, prisoners' rights and privacy.
*Collecrtve BrncelNlNc nNo Anelrnn.rtoN SeutNnn.
Morris
Two hours. Problems relating to the theory and practice of collective bargaining
and labor arbitration. (Papers normally required.)

Prerequisite: Labor Law I

*Covpenerrve Leeon

LA,w.

Morris

Two hours. A comparative study of major labor relations systems in westem
industrial societies. Using the system of the United States as a frame of reference,
the course will examine corresponding institutions in other countries, particularly in
Sweden, West Germany, The Netherlands, Australia, Canada' and the United Kingdom. The institutions to be studied will include, among others, collective bargain-

participation
programs such as work councils and codetermination. (Paper required.)
Prerequisite: Labor Law I or consent of instructor.
Bridge
Covpnn¡.rrve Lnw I.
Three hours. The methods and purposes ofcomparative law; the historical development of the "common law" and "civil law" traditions; sources of law, structure of
codes, persons, obligations, property, adjective law; the roles oflawyers and courts
in various legal systems.

ing, compulsory arbitration, industrial tribunals, and employee
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Closed to students from civil law jurisdictions except with permission of the
instructor. No knowledge of foreign language is required.

*Covpen¡rrvp Lnw II.

Two hours. Comparative examination of selected aspects of law of selected for-

eign countries.
Since the subject matter varies from year to year, a student may repeat the course

for credit. No knowledge of foreign language is required.
**CovpLex Fsoenel- Lrrtcerro¡.¡ SsvrN¡n.
Two hours. Advanced civil procedure, primarily on the pre-trial and trial levels,
involving multiple party, multiple claim litigation and the manual for complex
litigation, with special emphasis placed on complex practice areas; e.g., multidistrict litigation, securities litigation, shareholder derivative suits, anti-trust, civil
rights and other class actions.

CoNplrcr or L¡ws.
Three hours. The law relating to transactions having elements in more than one
state; domicile; bases ofjurisdiction of courts and of states; enforcement of sister
statejudgments; the rules developed and applied with respect to property, contracts,
torts, and family law.

*Copvnlcnr AND THE Pnorec'noN op Lrreneny
nNo Anrrsrrc Pnoppnry.
Three hours. A detailed study of the I 976 copyright Act as well

Blc¡om
as

other means

of

obtaining legal protection for literary, musical and artistic works including unfair
competition, tort and implied contract.

PlaNNtNc.
Bromberg
Three hours. Planning and problem course in corporate, tax, securities, accounting, and related fields. Students will draft instruments and supporting memoranda in
solution of a variety of questions in corporate organization, financing, operation,
acquisition, and reorganization-a fairly typical sequence of high tech company
growth and development. student solutions and simulated negotiations will be
presented for class critique and in most instances for comparison with actual
solutions to similar problems.
Prerequisites: Business Associations I and II and Income Taxation.
Crxpr¡nn'r'E ReoRÇANrzA'l.roN.
GlickmanlBlanchard
Two hours. Special attention will be given to the tax aspects of acquisitions,
including purchases ofassets or stock mergers, stock and asset exchanges and spinoffs; both taxable and tax-free. Corporate and securities laws, accounting, fìnãncing, and business aspects will be given some attention. students will prepaie memoranda in solving various tax-oriented problems relating to corporate acquisitions.
Prerequisites: Business Associations I and II, Income Taxation, ancl Corporate
Taxation.
Ccrnpoure

*Conp<xnre Tnre-OvEns eNo Fneezr-Ours
Two hours. An in-depth study of mergers and acquisitions-both hostile and
friendly-including valuation, accounting and tax considerations, going private,
tender offers, federal, state and stock exchange regulations and methods of opposition by target companies and shareholders. Particular attention will be paid tò concept of fairness and dissenters' remedies. Paper or examination.
Prerequisites: Business Associations I & II.
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*Conpon¡re Tex Pl¡,NNtNc
Two or three hours. A variety of advanced topics in corporate taxation, including corporate spin-offs, split-offs and split-ups, liquidation-reincorporation, insolvency reorganizations.
P rerequisite : Corporate Taxation.
Lischer, Mylan, Terry
TnxertoN.
Three hours. The formation ofcorporations, corporate capital structure, earnings
and profits, dividends, distributions and redemptions, partial liquidations and complete liquidations, collapsible corporations, assumption of liabilities, accumulated
earnings tax, personal holding company tax, and Subchapter S Corporations.
Prerequisite : Income Taxation.
McKnight, Winship
Cneorrons' RrcHrs.
Three hours. An introduction to federal and state law governing the debtorcreditor relationship: enforcement of judgments; attachment, garnishment' and
sequestration; fraudulent conveyances; assignments for benefit of creditors and
compositions; bankruptcy as affecting secured and unsecured creditors under the
Bankruptcy Code.
**CnrvrrNeL EvtoeNcg SevINnn.
Two hours. An intensive study of the rules of evidence as applied in criminal
cases with emphasis on implementation of the rules in practice. The instructor may
require a paper as well as an examination.
P rerequisite : Evidence.
* *CnrrrN.qL Jusrrcs Aotr¿lNIsrnnl.toN.
Two hours. Administration of the criminal justice system at every stage from
arrest through punishment with emphasis on the bureaucratic, institutional, and
human factors inherent in the system and how those forces affect judicial precedents
and statutory law.
Reed, Steele
Cnrr'¡rxer- Lnw CuNtc.
Six hours. A practice-based period of study involving representation of indigent
clients in Dallas County criminal courts. Classroom instruction and skills training
are integrated with actual case work.
P rerequisite : Third-year students preferred.

Conponere

*CnrurNnl Tex Fneuo.
Two hours. A study in detail of the criminal tax statutes of the Internal Revenue
Code, along with the administrative procedure and court procedure concerning representation of a client who is being investigated by the Internal Revenue Service for
criminal tax violations.
Anderson
D¡v¡.ces'
Two hours. A functional analysis ofstandards, rules, and devices applicable generally to the trial of all kinds of damage claims, including the standards of value,
certainty, avoidable consequences, and the concepts of interest, expenses of litigation and exemplary damages.
Drnscreo ResB¡ncH.
Maximum of three hours. Research upon legal problems in any field of law may
be carried on with the consent of the instructor involved. A comprehensive, analytical, and critical paper must be prepared to the instructor's satisfaction. Open to
students who have completed over one-third of hours required for graduation.
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Before registration for Directed Research, the student must obtain, on a form
supplied by the records secretary, written approval of the instructor for the research
project. Students may not receive credit for more than a total of three hours of
directed research during law school.
DlnEcrBn Sruores.
Maximum of two hours. Studies undertaken by a student or group of students
under faculty supervision with prior approval of the Curriculum Committee. The
Committee may prescribe that the product of the studies undertaken be communicated by a public discussion, submission of periodic and final reports, or presentation of a collection of papers.

*DnnrnNc Wrlls eNo Thusrs
Two or three hours. Drafting simple wills, revocable trusts, marital deduction
trusts, the bypass trust, minority trusts, short term trusts, life insurance trusts, the
charitable trust, and buy-sell agreements; providing for nonqualified defened
compensation; client counseling functions.
Prerequisiîe: Wills and Tìusts

EvpLoyrrpNt

DrscnrrurNerroN.

Finkin

Three hours. Examination of the federal law regulating discrimination in employ-

ment. The primary emphasis is upon Title VII of the Civil Rights Acr of 1964
(discrimination on the basis of race, sex, religion, and national origin), The Age
Discrimination in Employment Act, the Equal Pay Act, the Vocational Rehabilita-

tion Act (concerning mental and physical handicap), and federal requirements of
affirmative action imposed upon government contractors, but other civil rights
statutes and the National Labor Relations Act will be treated as they bear upon the
subject.
ENvrnoNrr,rerur¡l Lew.
Gaba
Three hours. A cornprehensive survey offederal environmental law dealing with
the control of air, water and hazardous waste pollution and government decision
making under the National Environmental Policy Act.
**ENvrnoNvr¡Nr¡l RpcuLnrroN oF ENBncy PnooucrroN.
Gaba
Two hours. Consideration ofthe substantive environmental restrictions on energy
productions including oil and gas extraction, surface coal mining and nuclear power
plant operation. Additionally, the course will examine procedural and administrative problems in the issuance of operating permits under various environmental
statutes and the practical constraints on government decision-making when competing federal and state authorities, private environmental groups and the energy industries âre involved.

*Equrrnrlr

ReN{¡¡lps.

Kennedy

Three hours. The conditions under which courts may grant appropriate equitable
relief and its relation to damages and restitution.
Esrnre, Grr.r aNo INcovs TexerroN o¡ Tiqusrs ¡No Esrerps
CampJield
Three hours. consideration of the kinds of transfers which attract the estate and
gift tax; the generation skipping tax; income taxation of estates and trusts. (Experimental for 1986-87, 1987-88.)
Esrerp PreNNrNc eNo Pnacrrce.
Campfeld
Three hours. Functional examination of the integration of the federal estate and
gift taxes; marital deduction planning and drafting; drafting the By-Pass Tiust; desirability of making lifetime interspousal transfers; gifts to minors and other
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dependents (including the grantor trust rules); techniques of income deflection and
estate shrinkage for tax reasons; transferring ownership of life insurance with emphasis on irrevocable life insurance trusts; introduction to the generation skipping

tax.

Prerequisites: Income Taxation, Wills and Estates Administration or Tiusts:

Planning and Drafting.
Carney/Taubenfeld
SevtNen.
Two hours. Ethical problems of interest to lawyers and ministers in the performance of the duties of their respective professions. Topics have included genetic
control, abortion, euthanasia, capital punishment, and revolutionary violence' Enrollment by permission of the instructors. (In conjunction with Perkins School of
Theology.) (Paper required.)

Ernrcs nNo Lrw

Expenr

TssrlvoNy.

Fnurrv

Lew.

Reed

Three hours. Täal practice course offered jointly with the University of Tþxas
Southwestem School of Medicine for ten students from each school. Students from
each school make a two-member team to prepare, present and cross examine
simulated expert testimony. The simulations are adaptations of real cases and include both civil and criminal cases.
Prerequisite: Evidence and either Tiial Practice or a litigation clinic (civil cases
Clinic or Criminal Justice Clinic).

McKnight, Solender

Three hours. The legal problems of the family including marriage, annulment,
divorce, legitimacy, custody, support of family members, adoption, and related
matters.

Prerequisite : Income Taxation.
Cogan, Kennedy, M.ayo
FEnBnlr- Counrs.
Three hours. Congressional control of the distribution ofjudicial power among
federal and state courts; practice and procedure in the federal district courts including choice of law, federal question and diversity jurisdiction, and state-federal con-

flicts.

*FpoEnel CnrvrtNx- TþlnL PnncrIce.
Two hours. Procedural steps, in chronological order, for trial of a criminal case in
federal court, with emphasis on practice-related problems taught in a trial-practice
mode.

Fpopnel INcovs Thx Pnoslpvs or Exr,vpr OnceNtz¡rIor.¡s.
Two hours. Organizations eligible for exemption, criteria for exemption' the
unrelated business income tax, distinction between public charities and private
foundations, taxes on private foundations, trusts with charitable and noncharitable
beneficiaries.
P rerequisite : Income Taxation.
Swayze
FeosneL Orr- rxo G¡s TexerloN.
Two hours. Tax problems of the petroleum industry; the leasing transaction, farmouts and sharing arrangements; drilling and development costs; operations; depletion and intangibles; finances and sharing anangements; transfers of oil properties;
unitization, and other organizational matters.

Frpennl Trxpevens

CltNrc.

Hart

Four hours. Clinical instruction in federal tax practice emphasizing the representation of taxpayers before the Internal Revenue Service and the Tax Court. Class-

H
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room instruction in interviewing techniques and counseling is integrated with interviewing prospective clients and with the ultimate representation oftaxpayers before
the Revenue Service and before the Tax Court.
P rerequisite : Income Taxation.
Frr.¡aNcrnl INSTr-ru'noNS-BaNxtNc Lnw.
Norton
Two or three hours. An introduction to the federal laws governing commercial
banking activities, with primary emphasis on the regulatiõn of naiional banks.
Topics may include an analysis of federal regulations affecting traditional banking
activity (i.e., deposits and comniercial lending) and certain incidental powers (e.g.,
-bank-holding
leasing and insurance), formation of national banks, regulation of
companies, commercial paper, consumer transactions, fiduciary standards, securities and antitrust aspects, and problems of failing banks. Emphasis is also placed on
the present bank deregulation scheme as it affects the business opportunities,
sources of funds and geographic expansion of banking institutions. use of interdisciplinary subject matter in economics, finance and business is made. comparison to
regulation of other financial institutions may be utilized.
FrN¡Ncr¡L INsrlrurroNs-CoMMERcTAL LeNorNc
Two hours. This limited enrollment, advanced seminar is designed to provide the
student with an understanding of the sundry legal aspects involved in Jtructuring,
documenting, securing and closing commercial lending arrangements. Subject matter may include: nature of unsecured corporate lending; fundamentals in drafting
and negotiating loan agreements; use ofspecial financial covenants; special alternative interest rate provisions; choice of Iaw and usury-related provisioni; significance
ofthe legal opinion; third-party credit supports, such as guarantees, comfórt letters,
note purchase agreements, and standby letter of credit; collateral concerns; basic
bankruptcy and workout concerns for lenders; and special industry lending such as
equity-profit sharing arangements, asset base lending, oil and gas lending; and the
role of financial institutions in providing alternatives to commeicial lendiñg. Tiansaction orientation, problem solving and planning are stressed; legal documentation
is emphasized; and use of interdisciplinary subject matter in econõmics, fìnance and
business is made. Active student participation (on an individual and group basis) is
essential. A series of papers are required. Preference given to studeni having taken
Banking Law and Creditor's Rights and to graduate students.

*FrNeNcrel f¡sa¡1u'¡¡6¡5-h.¡renNerroxnl
See "International Banking and Finance."

BeNxrr.rc.

Norton, Rendell

*THB Frns'r AÀ¡eNor\4pNr eNo Mnss
Meoh.
Solender
Three hours. The course will consider various topics which are of concern to both
the constitutional and mass media lawyers. Examples are the law of libel, the right
of privacy, access to information, prior restraints, commercial speech and the special problems concerning regulation of the electronic media. (paper normally required.)

*Fooo aNo Dnuc

Law.
McConachie
Two hours. Food and drug law with emphasis on its history, prohibited acts including adulteration and misbranding, actions and penalties, rule making, jurisdictional overlap of Federal riade commission and Department of Agricùlture, and
impact of other statutes.
*Gnoup AcrroNs nxo Reve¡rss.
Cogan, Kennedy
Two hours. Study of litigation involving groups, incruding class, àssociationai,
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public attorney general, private attorney general, and derivative group actions.
Problems include representation (standing, adequacy, notice), appropriateness, and
practice (urisdiction, venue, pleading, discovery, trial, and appeal).
Joe
IplvrcnarroN Lnw.
Two hours. An analysis of the Immigration and Nationality Act and relevant
regulations with respect to the immigration of aliens, the substantive and procedural
aspects ofdeportation and exclusion proceedings. A review ofnationality law with
respect to citizenship and expatriation.
Lischer, Mylan, Terry
INcove TnxrrroN.
Four hours. Introduction to the federal income tax system; analysis of Internal
Revenue Code, lieasury Regulations, rulings, and case law; development of income, deductions, credits, assignment of income, annual accounting, and capital
gains concepts.

Lischer
IlrcoNrp Tex¡rtoN or Tnusrs rNo EstntBs.
Two hours. Analysis of and planning with respect to Subchapter J of the Intemal
Revenue Code; income taxation of estates, trusts and their beneficiaries, including
the distributable net income concept, simple trusts, complex trusts, accumulation
trusts, grantor trusts, and income in respect of a decedent.
Prerequisites: Income Taxation, Tìn¡sts, and Wills.
*INsun¡¡¡cr,.
Two hours. Principles governing: the nature of insurance law; the principle of
indemnity including insurable interest, measure of recovery, and multiple claims for
indemnity (subrogation and other insurance); persons and interests protected; risks
transferred including nature of loss and its causes, warranties, representations, and
concealment; limits and duration of coverage; rights at variance with policy provisions; claims processes; and insurance institutions.
*I¡,¡rpnNrrro¡,¡el B¡NrlNc ¡rNo FtNnNce.
Norton, Rendell
Two or three hours. This limited enrollment, interdisciplinary seminar (utilizing
legal, economic, finance, and political materials) will analyze in depth selected
topics drawn from the following general areas: the intemational monetary system
and role of intemational financial organizations; international dimensions of U.S.
bank regulation; specialized problems of flnancing international business; and international financial transactions (e.g., exchange market operations, country lending,
eurodollar and eurobond financing, international loan syndications and internation-

al trade financing). Tiansaction-orientation, problem-solving and planning

are

stressed and legal documentation is emphasized. Also case studies may be utilized

for exploring certain topics, and active student participation (on an individual or
group basis) may be required. Paper may be required. Preference given to students
having taken Legal Problems of International Business, International Tiade and
Investment-Developing Nations or Banking Law, and to graduate students.
Norlon, Rendell
INrenNrrroNnL BusrNess Tþ¡Ns¡crtoNs
Three hours. A basic course for American and international students on
fundamental legal,problems encountered under both United States and foreign laws
by American enterprises engaged in intemational business. The course covers export sales contracts, letters of credit, international trade financing, counter-trade,
foreign licensing agreements, foreign investment, curency and capital restriction,
the use of foreign corporate forms, the financing of foreign operations, and the
application of United States legislation abroad with respect to boycotts, corrupt
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practices, securities transactions and antitrust activities. Emphasis is on actual
transactional case studies, problem-solving and planning, and legal documentation.
Interdisciplinary use ofeconomic, finance, political and business subject matter is
made. Active student participation (on an individual or group basis) may be
required. Course is particularly benefrcial as a foundation course for second-year
students desiring to pursue the international law area or for the third-year student
desiring only a survey of the area.

INrsnNrrroral

Lew.

Taubenfeld

Three hours. The international legal system; territory; nationality; jurisdiction;
claims; international agreements; force and war.
THe INrEnNnrro¡¡nL Lawyen
Maximum credit, three hours. Preparation of comments on topics of current interest, notes on cases ofsignificance, and editorial work incident to publication ofTåø
International Lawyer.
INrBnNarroNeL LrrrcerroN eNo Anerrn¡TroN-Pnrvere.
Carl
Two or three hours. Examines practical aspects of private litigation involving a
foreign element; includes comparative concepts ofjurisdiction, service, taking evidence abroad, divorce, and enforcement of foreign nation judgments, as well as
choice of law in contracts, torts and decedent estates. Also explores arbitration as an
alternative means of resolving transnational commercial disputes. Particular attention paid to relevant new treaties.

*INtgeNnr¡oN¡L Onc¡NrznrroNs Law.
Three hours. The structure, status, and function of intemational organizations,
especially the United Nations system and its related organizations, functional
arrangements, peace and security, trade, economic and monetary matters, and human rights.

*INrenN¡rroxnr- Trx¡'rro¡.r
See "U.S. Taxation of International Tiansactions."

Zahn

INte,nNnrroNx- Titene & INvesrvpxr-DEveloprNc NnrroNs.
Carl
Three hours. Examines foreign investment and tax incentive laws in developing
countries, export credit systems, political risks insurance, sources of financing,
restrictions on transnational enterprises, technology transfer laws (patent and trademark licensing), the General Agreement on Tariffs and Tiade (GAIT), export
subsidies, dumping, protectionism, the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP),
preferential trade arrangements, economic integration among developing countries,
and international commodity agreements.

*lNrenNerroNnr- TheNs¡crroNs-EunopseN CoupruNrry.
Norton
Two or three hours. Examination of legal and "constitutional" underpinnings of
the European Community, followed by discussion of selected problems of doing
business within it (e.9., import-export, licensing, direct establishment, and antitrust
matters.) (Paper may be required.)

InrpnNnrroNnr- BusrNess ThaNs¡rcuoxs
Norton, Rendell
See "Legal Problems of International Business."
INrnooucr¡oN To rHE UNI¡onv Cotr4vpntceI- Coos
Four hours. An introduction to the Uniform Commercial Code, with particular
emphasis on UCC Articles 3 and 9 (Commercial Paper and Secured Tì.ansactions). A
student who enrolls in this course may not enroll in Secured Tiansactions but may
enroll in Sale of Goods Tiansactions and Negotiable Instruments.
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JounN¡l op AIn L,qw ¡ruo Colrur,nce.
Maximum credit, five hours. Preparation of comments on topics of current interest, notes on cases of significance, and editorial work incident to publication of the
Journal of Air Law and Commerce.
Juntspnuor'Nce I.
Three hours. A survey of major theories of legal philosophy.
*JunrspnuoËNce II.
Two hours. Selected problems in twentieth-century legal philosophy.
*JuveNrLE.

cogan
Cog,an

Der-rNeueNcv.

Steele
Two hours. A study ofjuvenile delinquency as a social concept; law ofdelinquency; procedure in juvenile court, and the unique aspects of a lawyer's role in a delin-

quency case.
Morri's
Lrw 1.
Three hours. Law regulating the employment relationship studied in connection
with various forms of group conflict and organizational activity. 'Ihe course covers
rights and duties of individuals and institutions in the labor-relations context; concerted activity, including strikes, picketing, and boycotts; negotiation and enforcement of collective agreements; employee-union relations; and problerns of jurisdiction an<l accommodation among courts, boards and arbitrators. The course emphasis
is on the substantive and procedural law of the Labor-Management Relations (Taft-

L,qeoR

Hartley) Act.

*Leeon L^w IL
Morris
Two or three hours. An advanced course in labor law which examines the law
under other American labor law systems, including the Railway Labor Act, various

state public employee collective bargaining statutes, the Federal Service Labor
Relations Act, and state agricultural labor relations statutes. When presented as a
three hour course, advanced labor law problems relating to such subjects as the
nature of the collective bargaining contract and the duty of fair representation may
also be added.

Prerequisite: Labor Law I.

*Lngon Pnor¡r.eus

SetørN,qn.

Finkin

Two hours. Seminar designed for students having a special interest in labor law;
will focus on developing legal problems in various fìelds of industrial and labor
relations. (Paper required.)

Prerequisite: Labor Law I.

*L¡eoR Rel-,{rroNs Ple¡lNIttc rNo

Pnnc.rtcp.

Strock, Wells
Two hours. Labor relations problems requiring preparation of documents, such as
materials relating to union election campaigns, picketing, leafleting, and boycotts;
collective bargaining clauses and contracts; arbitration materials; Labor Department
reports; pleadings, motions, and memoranda for NLRB and the court actions involving labor relations issues.
Prerequisile: Labor Law I.
Gaba, MaYo
Usr.
Three hours. Planning; zoning; subdivision; land use controls, race and poverty;
and administrative process in public land use planning.
MaYo, Shuman
Lnw n¡ro Meptcr¡le.
Three hours. An examination of the application of law and legal process to the
L,qNo
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resolution of problems and the development of policies relating to health and health
care services. The course is intended to develop an understanding of the social,
business, policy, and bioethical implications of legal rules and proceclures, as well
as an understanding ofhow the law shapes the financing, organization, and delivery
of medical care in America. Topics will include access to health care resources;
quality and cost ofhealth care; biomedical and behavioral research; death and dying;
and reproduction and "the new genetics." (Paper and examination normally
required. )
+*Lnw eruo

PsvcHrttny.

Sltuman

Two hours. A seminar taught with the âssistance of psychiatric experts, inquiring
broadly into criminal and/or civil law problems when legal and psychiatriò considerations are involved. (Paper normally required.)
+L¡,w Opprce MaNecsveNr.
Srcele
Two hours. A study of various management and planning techniques applicable
to the economic aspects and client relationships of a law practice.
THe L¡,wyan es ReA.osn eNo Wnrrpn.
Bridge
Three hours. Lawyers read and write documents that inform and persuade. This
course compares legal forms of thinking, reading and writing with other forms,

using subjects of general concern--{eath, insanity, privacy and racism. The
purposes are to explore the workings of the legal mind as an instrument of creation
and to gain or regain a talent for writing good expository prose. (several short
papers required.)

Lecel PnorecrroN

oF CoN¡pureR Sorrwane.
Two hours. Exploring legal protection of computer software. course surveys the
various legal techniques appropriate for protecting property rights in computer
software, including patent, copyright, trade secret and contract. course explorés the
economic justifications of various forms of protection and tests the viability of
applying established legal doctrines by analogy to new forms of technology. Èrior
knowledge of computers or intellectual property law is not required, buimay be

helpful.

L¡ceL ExreRN Pnocnerr,r.
Maximum of two hours unless otherwise specifically approved. A

Reed
supervised
program to provide a student with at least 30 hours with an oppofunity to observe

the practice of law in an institutional setting.
**Lecer- Hrsrony (ENcr-rsH).

McKnight

Three hours. Anglo-American legal concepts in historical perspective with particular reference to developments in England and the united stttes before lti00;
particular emphasis on the development of the rules of contracts and torts. (Memorandum and examination normally required.)
*LecaL PnosLeMs o¡ Hlcuen EoucerroN.
Finkin
Two hours. This course explores the role of law and legal institutions in controlling or influencing institutional decisions and in apportioning decision-making
power. (Paper required.)

**LecrsL¡.rroN.

McKnight

Two hours. A study ofthe products ofthe legislative process: types oflegislation,
their component parts and judicial interpretation of them. (papèiand examination
required).

-
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L¡w.
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Knight

Three hours. Forms and functions of local government units; judicial and legislative sources of control; police powers; financing; staffing; tort liability.

**MeNlAL CoNorrroNs ¡No CnlvrNnl Ltrrelt-Irv.
Wingo
Two hours. Study of mental conditions as requisites of criminal liability. Concepts of voluntariness, criminal intent, motive, recklessness, negligence, necessity,
duress, provocation, mistake, insanity, and the like will be examined. (Paper nor-

rnally required.)

Tnr¡1.

Moss
One hour. Participation as a member of a mock trial team representing the School

Mr¡cr

of Law in one of several inter-school competitions in which the School of Law
particpates each year. One hour for each competition up to a maximum of two hours
can be earned. Howevcr. stu¿l(nls rttu.\t bc sclctledJbr ptffli(i1.tti(,n ()n il (()mp(li-

tion teom by the.faculty cottch before they cun reg,isrer.for cretlit.
Mool Counr (Aov.lNcuo).
One hour. Participation as a member of an appellate advocacy team representing
the School of Law in one of several inter-school competitions in which the School of
Law participates each year. One hour for each competition up to a maximum of two
hours can be earned.
*Nscorr,qsr-s
Winship
Two hours. An introduction to the law governing negotiable instt'uments and the
payment of instruments through thc bank collection process.

INs'lltut¿¡:Nls.

Picrce
G.qs.
Threc hours. Ownerships in oil and gas; corrclative rights antl duties in a common
reservoir; remedies against trespassers; instruments conveying mineral interests;
partition; pooling antl unitization. Special emphasis on the rights and duties of thc
oil and gas lessee and lessor in the usual forms of lcasing transactions.

Orr- ,qNl>

Olr_ nNr>

G¡s

C6Nrnecr.s.

Lt¡we

Two or Three hours. Oil and gas contracts is a practice-ol'icntcd study ol basic oil
and gas contracts usecl in exploration and production opcrations. lncludetl in the
cover¿ìge are top-leases, support agreemcnts. farmout agreemcnts, operating
agreements, gas contracts, gas balancing agreenìents, and clivision orders. Thc
focus ofthc course is upon bdh fundamental principles and current issues. Drafting
solutions ancl alternatives are explored.
Mvlun, Terry
P¡rr<'r'Nr,r¡snrp Tnxn'ttoN.
Three hours. The fbrnlation of partnerships; taxation of partnership incorne; spccial all6cations; clective basis adjustmcnts; distributions; liquidations; retiremcntsi
transf'els of partnership interests; and fãmily partnerships.
Prerequisitcs; Income Taxation ancl Corporate Taxation.
,ipn.r.r,N.r. Lnw.
Thunruut
Two hours. The course provides an introduction to patent and tradc sccret law fìrr
the protection of inventions. technical know-how and other proprietary intellectual
property. Procedurcs ancl approaches to protecting high tcchnology, such as computcr sofiware. integrated circuitry and genetic enginecling are included. The course
includes the law and proce<lure of developing thc rights, as well as licensing and
litigation aspects. Trademark law is briefly covered. A technical backgrouncl is not a
prerequisite for thc course.

7
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Penspscrrves oN AuentceN BustNess L¡ws.
Two or three hours. A survey of American business laws for international graduate students. Topics include consideration ofthe laws ofagency, partnership, corporation, securities, antitrust, bankruptcy, and business taxation, and are taught from
the perspective of assisting non-U.S. trained lawyers to draw comparative and
practical lessons and otherwise to enrich these students upon their return home.
Course is normally taught by a team of two or three professors.
Penspecrrves oF THE Auenrce¡¡ Lncnl SvsreNa.
Three hours. This course is required for and designed to provide international
graduate students with an introduction to the American legal system. The emphasis
of the course is three-fold: to examine the common law system of caselaw development (usually through a study of basic tort notions, including intentional torts,
negligence and product liability); to appreciate the increasing importance of the
legislative and administrative process in American legal life (normally through a
study of basic labor or environmental law matters or of another highly regulated
area); and to understand the interrelationship of law and American society (normally
through a study of selected property law matters and developments). Course is
normally taught by a team of two or three law professors.
Penspecrrves op U.S. TnxnrroN on FonercN lNvesrveNrs.
Two hours. A survey of U.S. taxation implications of selected aspects of
"inbound" international transactions (including importation, licensing and direct
investment). Enrollment is limited to international graduate students. A prior
background in taxation, although helpful, is not a prerequisite for this course.

Povenrv Lew
Two hours. The course will survey government programs, statutory protections
and constitutional andjudicially created doctrines providing access or protection for
the poor, utilizing both case materials and social policy text selections. Class
presentations will be primarily lecture and discussion. The course is not intended to
prepare students for representation of low income clients in routine areas of poverty
law practice, but to provide a perspective on a broad array of policy issues about the
relationship between law, poverty and equality.
* *Pnoslutv,ts o¡' Pnocl¡'
Two hours. Advanced course on evidence law. Course content to be determined

by instructor.
Pnoouc'rs LrnerLr'r'v.
Three hours. Study of the development of the concept of recovery for injuries
caused by products; survey of civil actions for harm resulting from defective and
dangerous products; study of problems associated with hazard identifìcation and the
process of evaluation of risk; government regulation on dangerous and defective
products; review of the Consumer Products Safety Act and other current and pend-

ing legislation dealing with injuries and remedies in specifìc areas.
*PR<l.sssr()NAl ,rru Cr-ossl-y Her-o Crxp<xnllr¡us.
Mylan
Two hours. Organization, operation, and termination of a professional or other
closely held corporation; income tax and estate planning considerations of ernployee compensation programs including health and medical plans, qualifìed retirement
plans, and other employee benefits; income and estate tax planning for departure of a

principal, including buy-sell agreements.
P

rerequisites

:

lncome Taxation.
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S¡r't nlt'v.

Two hours.'[he rcal plopcrty mortgage including rights and ciuties before and
aller fìrrcclosure , priorities, transfer of interests of mortgagor and mortgagee,
subrogation, marshalling, discharge, and redernption. Primaly cmphasis is on Tèxas
law.

Psvr:srnlnr<r aNo Psvcnol()crcAL Evrr¡uNcr
Shuman, Kurlst¡n
Two hours. Application of rules of evidcnce governing the admission of expert
testimony of psychiatrists and psychologists. Enrollrncnt includes students fronl
psychiatry and psychology who are teamed with law students in series ol nlinitrials.
Re¡,r- Esl'n're

Tnx

Pr.nNNrN<;.

Three hours. Problems involving acquisition, devekrpnrent, use, and disposition
of interests in leal property, with emphasis on tax problems that arise in conrmon
real estate trans¿ictions such as leases, sales, salc-and-leaseback, and exchanges.
Use of partnership, corporation, and REIT are stuclied and compared.
Prcrequisites: Income Taxation ancl cither Corporate Taxation or Partnership
Taxation.

Re¡r- Es'r'n-n.:

Th¡¡¡snclrrrNs.

Murruy, Wullensît'itt

Three hours. Transfer, fìnance, and development of real property; thc real estate
sales contract, the dutics and remedies of sellers, purchascrs and brokers; conveyancing; title protection. including recording laws, the mechanics of title search,
clcaling titles, and title insurance; real estate fìnance, including mortgages and fedcral prograrns; condominiums, cooperatives, and shopping centcrs. Heavy cr-nphasis on Texas law.
,i,i

Rl:<;uL¡.r.uo INr)r.ls.r.r<lEs SetrrNen.

Two hours. An examination of those sectors of the economy that are comprehensivcly regulated by governmental autholity. The pertinent legal and economic
questions arc consiclered and their resolution within the framework ol the adrninistrative process is explored. Attention is focused on such selected industries as transportation, communication, agriculturc, banking, and public power.
Ruc;ul-n'lror.l op EN¡:n<;y
Piert'e
Three hours. Economic rcgulation of natural gas. electricity and oil. Emphasizing
the effects ofdiffèrent forrrs ofstate and fèderal intervention in the energy markets.
'i"i'Re<;ut-rt'l toN <¡¡' S¡,t:ul<t't tgs MnRxu't's.

Two hours. A study of the securities laws as they relate to the securities industry
itself. Attention will f'ocus on the roles of broker-dealers, investment advisers and
stock exchanges within the scheme of self-regulation under federal law and on activities of underwriters and specialists. Problems addressed will include broker-dealer
dutics and liabilities to customers. markct manipulation. price stabilization. margin
regulations, and competition in the industry. Paper or examination.
Prerequisites: Business Associations I & ll.

Anderson, Rogers, Winship
Ser.n or Gooos TnnNsACTroNS.
Three hours. An introductory survey of the law of sales under the Unifbrm Commercial Code: with particular emphasis on Article 2; contract formation; parol evidence rule; statute offrauds; risk of loss; receipt and inspection: acceptance, revocation; warranties; remedies of buyer and seller; remedy disclaimers; documentary
transactions; letters of credit.
*ScreNce, Ti:cnronrcv, nno Law.
Taubenfcld
Two hours. A study of the development by courts and legislatures of rules to meet
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thc impact ol'scicntifìc and technological innovations, and of how divcrsc socictics
mcet new problcms through law. (Papcr required.)
Sccunr:o ThnNsnclr<rNs .
Winship
Three hours. An introductory survey of the law governing security intcrests in
personal property, with particular emphasis on Article 9 of thc unilbrm comme rical
Code and the Bankruptcy Code.
*SEcunrrres Llrlc,qrro¡l eNo ENFoRcevsNl
Two hours. A comprehensive study ofpublic and private actions under the Secuof 1933, the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, and the Investment
Advisors Act of 1940. Special attention will be paid to the implication of causes of
action, the elements of each cause, vicarious liability, the liability of attorneys,
accountants and directors, the peculiarities ofcivil procedure as applied to securities
litigation and damages. The course will also study non-damage actions including
SEC enforcement proceedings, criminal actions, contempt proceedings and State
actions. Examination required.
Prerequisites: Business Associations I and II.

rities Act

Securrrres ReculnrroN.
Brornberg, Norton
Three hours. A study of the securities laws (primarily federal but also state,
especially Texas) and of the activities and industry they govern. The principal emphasis is on the regulation ofissuance, sale, resale, and purchase ofsecurities, and
on the disclosure requirements generated by the registration, reporting, proxy, tender and anti-fraud provisions. other important subjects are civil liability (express
and implied); exemptions from registration (especially private placements), insider
trading, and the meaning of "security." Also treated are the functions of the SEC and
of state securities administrators. commodities regulation is touched on. Brokerdealer and market regulation may be covered if time permits. (paper normally required. )

Prerequisites: Business Associations I and II.
SourHwBsrEnN Law JounNer,.
Maximum credit, five hours. Preparation of comments on topics of current interest, notes on cases of signifìcance, and editorial work incident to publication of the
St¡uthwestern Law

J

ounnl.

,'+Slar.e nNo L<tcnl T¡.xa

l.r<_¡r,¡.

Two hours, Selectèd problems in state and local taxation of individuals an<I corporations with particular reference to propefty, sales, and income taxes. problems of
constitutional authority, intergovernmental confl ict and cooperation, economic impact, and administrative review proccsses.

'fex

Acc<¡ur.r'l'rNc.
Lischer, Terry
Two hours. Timing of income and deductions f'or federal income tax purposes,
including accounting periods, the cash receipts and disbursements and accrual
methods, installment sales, interest income and deductions, time value of money
provisions, the claim of right doctrine and the tax benefit rule, depreciation and
recapture.
P rerequisite

:

Income Taxation.

Tex Pnnclrcu n¡.lr> PnoFesstoNnr- RespoNslsrlrr.v
Terry
Twohours. Astudyoftheparametersofprofessionalliabilityinthecontextofthe
three main aspects offederal tax practice: planning, reporting, and representation in
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controversies. Incorporates federal tax research and writing training and utilizes the
problem method. Papers but no exam required' Satisfres J'D. writing requirement.
Prerequisitesr corporate Taxation and Professional Responsibility. Limited J.D.
enrollment. Required for LL.M. in Taxation candidates.
Kendrick
T¡x PnoceouRE AND LtrtcertoN.
Two hours. Preparation and trial of tax cases in the federal courts; representation
of a taxpayer before the Internal Revenue Service; administrative powers and procedures of the Intemal Revenue Service; criminal violations of the Internal Revenue
Code; accummulations of supporting evidence for a tax plan.

T¡xnrtoN ,rxo Ftsc¡t- Poucv.

Lischer, Mylan
Two hours. The interaction between budgetary demands and revenue policy; equity and fairness oftaxation; effect oftaxation on business activity; social, political,
and economic implications of the tax structure.
Prerequisites: Income Taxation and Corporate Taxation.

TnxnrroN op Dsnenneo

Cotr,lpeNserloN.

Miller

Two hours. Income, estate, and gift tax law relating to various deferred compensation plans, including profit sharing, stock bonus, and pension plans; qualifled and
non-qualified stock options; deferred compensation contract; restricted property;
corporate, securities, labor, and community property law considered where appropriate.
Prerequisites: Income Thxation and Corporate Taxation.

TexerloN op Pnopnnrv DIspostrIoNs.
Two hours. A survey of property transaction taxation including leasing, basis
rules, amount raalized, nonrecognition exchanges, losses, characterization rules,
fragmented assets, debt and security transactions, and mortgaged property transactions.
Steele
Texns CnrvrNe¡ Pnoceoune.
Two or three hours. A study of the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure and its
implementation in the Texas Courts from the point of arrest through the appellate
stage

of the proceedings.

Texns M¡rnIvtoxleL

Pnopentv.

McKnight, Solender

Three hours. The Texas law of marital property, its characterization as separate or
community property, its mânagement and liability, and its division on dissolution of
marriage by annulment, divorce or death of a spouse with special attention to the

family home and other exempt propefty.
Dorsaneo, Garrett
Tr,xes Pne-TnlaL Pnocepunr'.
Three hours. Texas civil procedure prior to trial, including establishing the
attomey-client relation, the prelitigation aspects ofcivil controversies, jurisdiction,
service,of process, pleading, joinder of parties and claims, venue, res judicata and
related principles, discovery, summary judgment practice, and settlement.
Dorsaneo
Pnoceoune'
Three hours. Texas civil procedure from the commencement oftrial through appeal, including selection of the jury, presentation of the case, motions for instructed
verdict, preparation of the jury charge, motions for judgment notwithstanding the
verdict and ior new trial, rendition ofjudgment, and perfection and prosecution of
civil appeals through the courts of appeals and supreme court'

Tex¡s TnteI- ¡No Appnll¡'re

H
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Tuc I¡l'r'urNe'u<tN¡rL Lawyen-Ser: "INrunNlrrorueL LnwvsR"
Maximum credit, three hours.
Tnt¡.L Aovoc¡cv.

Four hours. Enrollment is limited. An intensive course in trial tactics, techniques, and advocacy, emphasizing the practice of the separate components of a
trial: direct examination, objections, cross-examination, use of rehabilitative
devices, examination of expert witness, jury selection, opening statements, and
closing argument. At the end of the semester each student acts as co-counsel in a full
trial. video tape recording is used for critiquing student performance throughout the
semester.

PreretluisiÍes; Civil Procedure I and II and Evidence.
+TÞusrs: PraNrurNc aNo Dn¡¡-nNc.
CampJietd
Three hours. Principal dispositive instruments employed in the wealth transfer
process; role of taxationi creation of express trusts; resulting and constructive trusts;
charitable trusts; rights, duties, and powers of settlors, trustees, and beneficiaries;
spendthrift trusts; liabilities of trustees to third persons; class gifts: powers of appointrnent; rule against perpetuities; administration; termination of trusts; and drafting of instruments.

'tt'U.S.

SupnsN¿E

Counr.

Cogun

Three hours. Seminars in selected problems in the protection of individual liberties from governmental interference. Subject matter will vary at the discretion of the
professor. Examples of matters that could be considered are First Amendment
freedoms, racial discrimination, sex discrimination, prisoners' rights and privacy.

*U.S. TÀx¡rrcrN or INrenNerroNAL

Tr<eNsecrroNs.

Zahn

Three hours. Täx problems and planning with respect to international transactions
of individuals and corporations. united states income taxation of expert transactions, licensing arrangements, foreign investment, foreign currency transactions
and u.s. persons located abroad. united states taxation of foreign individual and
foreign corporate investment in the united states. Analysis of applicable tax treaties
and the use of tax haven jurisdictions.

*'FW¡,rsR

Lew.

Gaba

Two hours. System of water rights; riparian, appropriation, and prescriptive
rights; surface and underground water; termination of rights; federal-staie conflictr;
pollution control.

*WrLrs aruo Esrnrp

AovrNlsrnerroN.
Campfietd
Three hours. Functional examination of testate and intestate succession; execution and revocation of wills: testamentary capacity, undue influence, mistake and
fraud; failure of devises and legacies; administration of estates, including income
tax considerations and post mortem planning; drafting of instruments.
Tþusls.
Campfietd
Four hours. Functional examination oftestate and intestate succession; execution
and revocation of wills; testamentary capacity, undue influence, mistake and fraud;
failure of devises and legacies; creation ofexpress trusts; resulting and constructive
trusts; spendthrift trusts; charitable trusts; rights, duties, and powers of settlors,
trustees, and beneficiaries; liabilities of trustees to third persons; termination of
trusts; class gifts; powers of appointment; rule against perpetuities; administration of estates and trusts; principal dispositive instruments employed in the wealth
Wrrls &

''t9
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transfer process; role of taxation; and drafting of instruments. (Experimental for
1986-87, 1987-88.)

**Wonren's CovpeNs¡.ltoN.
Two hours. A comprehensive study of the law relating to compensation for employment injury and occupational disease.

$ó0I.4 COURSES OUTSIDE LAW SCHOOL
Courses in other graduate or professional schools of the University which

are

relevant to student's program may be taken with approval of the Curriculum Committee. For information, see the records secretary.
I

$60I.5 COURSES AT C)THER LAW SCHOOLS
For transfer from other law schools, see $303.4. After entry in this law school,
summer courses in other law schools may be taken from transfer of credits with prior
approval of the Curriculum Committee. Tiansfer credits may be earned in regular
térms only in exraordinary circumstances of demonstrated special need, requiring
full faculty approval. For information see records secretary. See $303.5.

r
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$602 SCHEDULE OF COURSES

Fnl¡- aNo Spnr¡.¡c Sevles'rses 1987-88
FeLr- SeNaesren 1987
SpnrNc Sevusrgc l98tJ
FIRST YEAR REQUIRED COURSES*
Civil Procedure I .......
.......3 Civil Procedure II

.......3

Contractsl.....

Legal Research, Analysis,
and Writing

I

PropertyI......
Torts

I

3

J

.

Criminal Law. . .

....
IL...

Contractsll
Property
Torts II

Written and Oral
Advocacy ...

3

l5

l6
SECOND YEAR REQUIRED COURSES*
Constitutional Law I .............3
Constitutional Law II+* ..
Constitutional Law II** ..........3
Constitutional Criminal
Constitutional Criminal
Procedure

Procedure

Evidence

......3

THIRD YEAR REQUIRED COURSES*

.........3
3

Professional Responsibility . . . . . . . .

Evidence
Professional Responsibil ity

3

3

ELECTIVE COURSES***
Fnr-L Ssñresren 1987

Sp¡uNc

Ssvssren

1988

Administrative Law.......
Appellate Clinic .

3

Accounting and the

5

1....

Admiralty

3

Advanced Corporate Taxation
Advanced Problems in the
Taxation of Sales and

Business Associations
Business Associations
Business

ll

..

3

.

Torts ..

-1

Civil Clinic

5

Collective Bargaining &
Arbitration Seminar. . . . .
Comparative Law I .......
Complex Federal Litigation

2
3

Law.. ...

2

Resolution

American Legal History ..

3

AviationLaw...

3

Business Associations
Business Enterprise

.

2 or

3

...

2
2 or 3
J

2

II .....

2
3

4

2

Civil Clinic
Civil Rights Legislation
Civil Rights Seminars

6

Comparative Labor Law . . . ..

3

2

3

Antitrust Seminar.

Corporate Planning
Corporate Tax Planning. . . .
Corporate Taxation

.

.

Exchanges of Property . ...
Alternative Dispute

Conflict of Laws

Criminal Justice
Administration
Criminal Law Clinic . . . ..

3

AntitrustLaw...

Seminar

2

.....

5

J
3

2

*Rcquired courses must be taken in the year and semester indicated,
cxccpt that Bvidencc and Code of
Professional Responsibility may be taken in the second year and Constitutional Criminal Proccdurc may be
taken in the third year.
+*Only for students who have already taken Constitutional Law l.
**xEach of the elective courses and seminars is not offercd each year. Thesc courses arc listcd
in the
semester in which they are gcnerally offered.
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Comparative Law II . ............2
Copyright and the Protection of
Literary and Artistic Property . . . .3

Directed Research
Directed Studies
Employment Discrimination . .. .
Environmental Law .
Environmental Regulation of
Energy Production
Estate, Gift and Income Taxation
of Tiusts and Estates
Estate Planning and Practice. . . .

CorporatePlanning .......3
Corporate Reorganization .........2
3

3

Federal Criminal Tiial
2

Practice

Federal Income Tax Problems
of Exempt Organizations. . .. .
Federal Taxpayers Clinic. . . .. ..

Financial InstitutionsBanking Law .. ..........
Group Actions

&

Remedies

2

2

4

or

3

.. ..

2

Immigration Law. ..

2

Income Taxation
Income Taxation of
Tirrsts and Estates .
International Banking
and Finance

4

Intemational
International

............2
......

Law,..

lade &

2 or 3

......3

Investment

Nations. . . .. .. . ..3

-Developing
Transact ionsInternational
European Community ..... 2 or
Introduction to the Uniform
Commercial Code .. ...........4

3

L.....

Perspectives

of the American

LegalSystem

..........3

of U.S. Taxation
of Foreign Investments .........2

Perspectives

PovertyLaw...
Problems of Proof

..........2
........2

Psychiatric and Psychological

Evidence

Real Estate Tiansactions .
Regulation of Securities

Markets.

Sale

... ...

.. . .. ..

2
3

Creditors' Rights .
Criminal Evidence Seminar
Criminal Law Clinic
Criminal Täx Fraud

3

2
6
2
2

Damages

Directed Research
Directed Studies

Drafting \üills and Tiusts . . .
Equitable Remedies
Estate Planning and Practice.
Ethics and Law Seminar. ...
Expert Testimony.. .. ... ..
Family Law

2

Federal Courts

J

3
3
3

.

3

.

2
Federal Oil and Gas Taxation
4
Federal Taxpayers Clinic. . . .
Financial Institutions
Lending .........2
-Commercial
The
First Amendment and
...........3
Mass Media

FoodandDrugLaw ......2
........2
Insurance
International Business

.......3
Legal Extern Program ............2
.......2
Legislation
Negotiable Instruments ..'..... ... .2
........3
Oil & Gas
PartnershipTaxation ......3

Labor Law

Corporate Take-overs
and Freeze-outs .........
Corporate Taxation

.2

. .3

.......2

of Goods Transactions. . . . . . . .3

Tiansactions ...........3
InternationalLawyer ......3
International Litigation and

Arbitration-Private

.

.....

Intemational Organizations

Law...

International Tiade

&

2 or

3

........3

lnvestment

Nations... .. . .. . .3
-Developing
I..................3
Jurisprudence
Jurisprudence II . ... . ............2
Juvenile Delinquency ............2
Labor Law II . .. ..
.. 2 or 3
Labor Problems Seminar. ... . . . . ..2
Labor Relations Planning
and Practice
...........2

LandUse
........3
Law and Medicine
........3
Law and Psychiatry
.......2
Law Office Management ..........2
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Securities Litigation and
Enforcement

SecuritiesRegulation

.:.:

Thxation of Deferred
Compensation
Taxation and Fiscal Policy ..
Taxation of Property
Dispositions
Texas Matrimonial Property .
Tèxas Pre-Trial Procedure ...
Texas Tiial & Appellate
Procedure

Tiial Advocacy.....
Tiusts: Planning and Drafting

Wills & Estate Administration
Wills & Trusts .
Worker's Compensation. . . . .,

The Lawyer as Reader
and Writer
Legal Extern Program ......
Legal History (English).. .. .
Legal Protection of
Computer Software .. .. ..

3

2
3

2

Legal Problems of

Higher Education. .... ..
Local Government Law.. ..
Mental Conditions &
Criminal Liability
Mock Tiial
Moot Court (Advanced) . ..
Oil and Gas Contracts. .. ..

.

2

.

3

2
I
.

I

.

3

Partnership Taxation
Patent Law
Perspectives on American

3

2

2or3

Business Laws . .
Perspectives of U.S. Taxation
of Foreign Investments . . .

Products Liability
Professional and Closely
Held Corporations .......
Property Security
Real Estate Tax Planning . . .
Real Estate Tiansactions ....
Regulated Industries Seminar
Regulation of Energy ......
Science, Technology and Law
Secured lansactions

Securities Regulation
State and Local Taxation. . . .
Tax Accounting ..... .....
Tax Practice and
Professional Responsibility
Täx Procedure and

Litigation
Taxation and Fiscal Policy

..

Texas Criminal Procedure . .
Texas Pre-Tiial Procedure
Texas Tiial & Appellate
Procedure

.

...

TiialAdvocacy......
Tiusts: Planning and Drafting

,

U.S. Supreme Court .
U.S. Taxation of International
Tiansactions

Water Law

Wills & Estate Administration
Worker's Compensation. . . . .

.

$VII STUDENT PROFILE
li70I COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES REPRESENTED I986-87
Abifene Christian College ........
Alabama, University of ..........

2
3

AlmaCollege ........... I
AmherstUniversity .......1
Arizona State University......... 3
Arkansas-Fayetteville,

..... 4
Universityof....
Arkansas State University........ I
. .. .. I
Assumption College
AugustanaCollege ....... I
..... 9
Austin College. . . ..
I
BakerUniversity .. ............
BarnardCollege ......... I
l8
Baylor University .............
Bellarmine College . .: .. .. . . .. . . I
BelmontCollege ........ I
Birmingham Southern Çollege .... 2
3
Boston University ..............
.. .. .. . . I
Bowdoin College
Brigham Young University ....... 2
I
Brown University ..............
BrynMawrCollege ...... I
BucknellUniversity ...... I
California-Berkeley,

Universityof

....

California-Davis,

Universityof

....

.....

Chaminade University-

Colorado State, University of .

..

.

I

I

.........
.......
CornellUniversity .......
CreightonUniversity .....
Dallas Baptist College ...........

Colorado, University of
Columbia College

I

.

University.......
.. .. ... ..

6
I

.

I
I
I
I

College

Eastern New Mexico University. .

Emory University ..............
Florida, University of South......
Florida State University .........
Franklin and Marshall College ....
George Washington University. .. .
Georgetown University ..........
Georgia, University of ..........
Gustavus Adolphus College ......
.. ... ..
Hamlin University

I
I
3

I
I
1

Louisiana Tech

.....5
......... I
I
CarltonCollege,........
Catholic University of America . . . I
CentenaryCollege ....... I
Central Florida, University of .... 2
....

California State College

......
of ..........
Chicago, University of ..........
ClarksonUniversity ......
.....
CoeCollege

Eastem

I

.....2

Honolulu

East Tþxas State

I

I

Charleston, College

4
Duke University..... ...........
East Tennessee State University ... I

HarvardUniversity ...... 5
I
Hawaii, University of ...........
HendrixCollege ......... 2
.. .. . ... I
Hillsdale College
HofstraUniversity ....... I
.. ... .. .. I
Hollins College
Houston, University of .... ...... 4
Howard Payne University........ I
I
Illinois, University of ...........
Illinois-Urbana, University of ... 3
Illinois State University.......... I
I
Indiana State University .........
Indiana University, Bloomington . . 5
2
Iowa, University of .. ...........
Johns Hopkins University........ I
.. . .. . I
Kalamazoo College
3
Kansas State University .........
3
Kansas, University of ...........
Kentucky, University of ......... 3
.. ... ... . I
Kenyon College
Lamar University............... I
Laredo State University.......... I
Louisiana State University ....... 7

California-L.4.,
Universityof

.........2

Drake.

2
3

4
2
2
2

University........

MacalesterCollege ......
ManchesterCollege ......
MarquetteUniversity .....
Mary Baldwin College . .. ... ... .
Massachusetts-Amherst,

Universityof....

.....2

I
3

I
I

I

-F.
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College
Universityof
Ðartmouth

... . I
.... ll
...... I
Davidson College (NC).. ........ 2
DePaul University
... ... . I
DenisonUniversity ...... I
Dillard University ..............
I
Millsaps College
.. ..... . I
Minnesota, University of ..... ... 2
Mississippi State University ...... I
Mississippi, University of........ I
Missouri, University of ..........
6
Dallas Bible

.

Dallas,

Missouri-{ollege Park,
Universityof ....

.....

I

Missouri-Kansas City,

Universityof ....
.....
Missouri-Rolla, University of ...

Missouri Southern State .. .......
Nebraska, University of .... .....
New Mexico State University.....
New Mexico, University of ......
New Orleans, University of ......
Nicholls State University ........
North Carolina-{hapel Hill,

2
I
2

2
3

2

I
I

Universityof....

Massachusetts-Boston,

Universityof

.......

1

McMaster Úniversity, Cun^ào
McMurray College

i

Miami University....
Miami, University of........

2

Michigan, University

7

Midwestern State

Universiry (TX) ..
Southern California,

Universityof

....

Southern Methodist University
Southern Mississippi,

Universityol

....

6

Stephen F. Austin University .

3

I
2
13

OccidentalCollege ...... I
Oklahoma City University ....... 2
Oklahoma State University .. ..... '7
Oklahoma, University of ........
1l
Oral Roberts University .........
3
Pan American University ........
2
Pennsylvania State University .... I
Philadelphia Bible College ...... . I
PomonaCollege ......... I
PrincetonUniversity ..... 3
Purdue University .... ..........
2
....... .. I
Queens College
Randolph Macon Women's

College

... ....

Rice University ................
Rochester, University of .........
Rockhurst

College

...... .

I
5

I

I

I
2

I
I
I

.

I

.

.

Suffolk University

I
I

Swarthmore College
Sweet Briar College

Texas, University of

University..............

2
96
2

Northwestern Oklahoma
State

.

Southern University
Southwestern Adventist College
Southwestern University ......
St. Joseph's College
St. Teresa. College of .. .. .. .
St. Thomas, University of . . .
Stanford University

Tennessee State University .

Northwestem University .........
Notre Dame, University of ......

l

of .....

.....3
.... 11
Northeast Louisiana University ... 2
Northern Arizona University ..... I
North Texas State University

I

I

..

.

1

Tennessee-Martin,

Universityof

....

I

Austin .
Arlington
Dallas .
San Antonio
Tyler ..

l19
30

l3

Texas A&l University
Texas A&M University
Texas Christian University ...
Texas Health Science Center,

Universityof

,2
.l
.l
30
.

....

Texas Tþch University
Texas Woman's University

l0
2

l3

.. ..

Tünity University....
Ti¡fts University-Jackson
College
Tülane University....
Tulsa, University of . .
United States Air Force
Academy
United States Military Academy

4

l0
I
8

4
I
2

I
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Sam Houston State University
Smith College
South Carolina, University of
South Dakota-Vermillion,

Universityof

....

4
I
I
I
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United States Naval Academy
Vanderbilt University ......

3

ll

Vassar College

Vermont, University of . ..
Villanova University
Virginia Commonwealth

..,

University

I

Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University ......
Virginia, University of .....,

I

2
I

Wabash College

Wake Forest University. . . . .
Washington & Lee University
Washington, University of . .
Wellesley College, MA. .. ...
West

I
I
I

.

1

.

4
4

Virginia University. . . . .

Westminster College
Wheaton College

Wichita State University . ... .
William and Mary, College of

2

I
I
I
2

I

Wisconsin-Madison,

Universityof

....

Wisconsin, University

of ....

Worcester Polytechnic
$702 COUNTRIES REPRESENTED-STUDENTS FROM ABROAD
Argentina
J
Japan........
China, People's Republic åi
5
Korea .. ... .
China, Republic of .......
t2
Mexico . .. ..
Denmark
I
Panama......
Finland
I
Philippines . .
Ghana .
l
Spain........
.
.

India

.

.

1

I
2
I

2
5

2
2

.

I

Sri-Lanka....

I
I
I

...

Indonesia

2

Iran...

Sweden...

I

Thailand . . ...

3

I

West Germany

2

Italy.

.

.

^-.

